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The eyes of the world are today focused on two very
great peoples who with courage, perhaps born of desperation,
have launched themselves upon most sigantic and daring experi-
ments. The collectivist methods of Russia vie for interest
with India's method of non-violent coercion. Russia seeks a
new end through an age-old agency, namely the use of force;
India on the other hand seeks an age-old objective,- freedom,
through a new and daring method,- Satyagraha.
"It is our good fortune, in America, that Lenin and
Gandhi do not agree, and that two great peoples, as if for our
instruction, are moving by diverse paths to kindred ends.
Just as Russia and America are rival laboratories designed, so
to speak, by the Spirit of History to test the communistic ver-
sus the individualistic method of production, distribution and
living, so Russia and India will be rival laboratories to test
the violent versus the peaceful method of social revolution.
Never has history made such crucial experiments on so vast a
scale, or offered any generation, not even Christ's, so signi-
ficant a spectacle. For in India Christ is again on trial, and
stands face to face once more with Rome." 1.
While two political groups are dominant in public
thought the Indian experiment is considered, not because of any
lack of interest in the achievements of Russia, but because of
a hope that future social revolutions may come, not through wai;
but through the non-violent method of Gandhi.
1. Gandhi Is Now Recognized as One of The Great
Personalities of All Time.
1. Will Durant, The Case For India
, p. 77.
c
2It seems certain that the thin little figure in loin-
oloth and spectacles is destined to loom larrje on the horizon
of history. "Mahatma Gandhi is without doubt the f^reatest man
living in the world. »Since Tolstoy died*, says H. N.
Brailsford, 'there is no human being living today who commands
as he does the veneration of mankind. Others are liked, res-
1
pected, admired, but he stands on a Mount of Transfi£.:uration.'"
"He is beloved by more millions of human beings and
has a greater multitude of disciples and devotees than any
other person in many generations. Indeed, it is entirely pro-
bable that in all history no other individual, in his own life
time ever received such homage and adoration as has been ac-
corded to the Spinner of Sabarmatl. The little children flock
about him as naturally as they climb upon a father *s knee.
Everywhere in his own land he is revered as the 'r.'^ahatma ' or
Great Soul. *He appeals to the hearts of the Indian people*,
says an Anglican Bishop, *as no other man has done, probably
since the days of Buddha Even men who strongly dissent
from his political ideas, his theory of government and his
views about Western civilization, yet regard him with profound
veneration; while to the uneducated masses he is an incarnation
of deity. »" 2.
Bishop Fisher says of him, ''He is, without controversy,
the outstanding, personality of the new East. Without him,
India, in fact the whole modern Orient, is like France without
3
Napoleon, like America without Lincoln."
iYill Durant summarizes rather clearly the achievements
of this saint in politics.
"First, through leaping far ahead of the moral con-
sciousness of manlrind, which is yet tribal and national, he has
helped the international organization of industries and states
to prepare us for the larger morality, in which the code of
conduct between gentlemen will be - because the world order
will necessitate it - applied to the conduct of nations.
"
!• Winslow and Elwln, Gandhi, the Dawn of Indian Freedom , p. 40
8. Kirby Page, Is Mahatma Gandhi The Greatest !/!an of the Age,
p. 3-4
3. F. B. Fisher, That Strange Little Brown Man, p. VIII

9"Secondly; he has cA"^©!! life and meaning to a
Christianity which had beoome, araonf^ ourselves, mere poetry and
pretence; he has lifted it to the plane where the most unscru-
pulous statesman must reckon with it as a great force; he has
ennobled it beyond modern precedent by unconsciously attaching
to its banner one-fifth of the human race.
"Third; he has for a generation kept a great revolu-
tionary movement from all but sporadic violence .... He has
approached one of the fundamental principles of statesmanship,
to persuade radicals that change must be gradual in order to be
permanent, and to persuade conservatives that change must be.
"Fourth; he has educated his people; he has aroused
them, as no other man before in history, to the evils of un-
touohability, temple prostitution, child marriage, unmarriagable
widows and the traffic in opium.
"Fifth; and despite his partial defence of that caste
system which perpetually divides and weakens India, he has, by
the power of imagination and the word, given to India a psycho-
logical unity never possessed by it before, making all these
races, languages, and creeds feel and think alike, as the pre-
lude to united action.
"Sixth; he has given to his countrymen what they
needed above everything else - pride, they are no longer hope-
less or supine; they are prepared for danger and responsibility
and therefore for freedom." 1
It is, then, with such a man, acclaimed as he is by
the thinkers of the world, that this paper deals. As Bishop
Fisher says of him; "Gandhi has been first and last an experi-
menter. He refuses to adopt an idea until he has tried it out
2
in the laboratory of personal experience." It is with his
greatest experiment, from the standpoint of ..'orldwide signifi-
cance, with which this paper is concerned, namely Satyagraha.
1. Will Durant, The Case For India ^p. 116
2. F. B. Fisher, That Strange Little Brown Man, p. 47
en
42. Tht World's Need for a Substitute for War.
Interest In this subject oomes not only from a desire
to know more of this extraordinary man, as has been already
suggested, but from a deep sense of mankind's need of a substi-
tute for war. Any plan that offers a ray of hope in this direo-
tion is worthy of serious consideration.
"William James has explained in a famous essay that
one of the great psychological needs of the world is to find
the 'Moral equivalent of war*. The more I have seen PTahatma
Gandhi's programme of Soul Force in action, the more I have
been convinced that what he has so wonderfully effected on a
comparatively small scale could be employed with a much larger
programme for the solution of far wider issues. "1
After the horror and destruction of the last war and
the turmoil and misery that has followed in its wake, one
hardly needs to argue the desirability of finding a way out - a
more Christian method which can be used by the weak and the
oppressed in seQuring justice.
Gandhi with his keen insight has summed up the
futility of war in this way;
"War does not even help the victor. It makes him
brutal and proud; nothing is added to his culture, or even to
his gold. All he has left is debts and empty homes. And war
certainly does not aid the loser. He is resentful, filled with
the bitter meat of hatred, developing a slave mentality and an
incapacity to overcome his environment. He has lost the v/ill
to live and win. Of what practical value then, is war?" 2
We then can say with Gandhi of his faith in
Satyagraha as a noble substitute for ignoble war, "Even if my
belief is a fond delusion, it will be admitted that it is a
1. 0. F. Andrews, Mahatma Gandhi's Ideas, p. 346






fascinating delusion," and is well worthy of our study here.
The unusual dependence of the method upon the person-
ality of its creator makes it necessary to include in this
study a discussion of the life and personality of Gandhi. One
could no more consider Satyagraha without first studying the
man Gandhi, than one could consider the movement of Christia-
nity without a knowledge of the life and teachings of Jesus.
1. Will Durant, The Case For India, p. 113
r
CHAPTER II
THE PERSONALITY OF IvIAHATiMA GANDHI
It is difficult for a western mind to comprehend Just
what manner of man the Mahatma is. The press has confused us
with such widely differing::; conceptions of him as charlatan and
saint, the cartoonists have made much of loin-cloth and goat*s
milk, and yet through it all we cannot fail to grasp the fact
that there is a f:^reatness in this man which has been able to
shake the Empire of Great Britain to its very foundations and
to Inspire love and devotion in the hearts of three-hundred and
fifty million Indians. He is the heart, the brain, and the
dominating spirit of the Satyagraha movement and to understand
it we must come to know Gandhi as he is.
Robert P^emays gives us a description of the
appearance of Gandhi which is really a word cartoon and for
that reason a good "knovm" from which to start on our explora-
tion of this unknown personality.
"The moment you see Gandhi you catch the atmosphere
of royalty. It is strange, for dignity certainly does not lie
in his looks. My first thought when I sav/ him squatting Indian
fashion on the floor of the balcony over the porch was, *I
think that you are the ugliest man I have ever seen. * He
seemed to be all Gpectacles as the Cheshire cat was all grin.
The lenses were very thick and incased in a heavy steel frame.
They seemed to dominate the man. I looked closer and dis-
covered the reason. There was such a little body behind them.
Very short by nature he accentuates it by his squatting posi-
tion. He is so emaciated that he reminded rae of those grisly
pictorial advertisements for the 'Save the Children', fund
after the war. His bones positively stick out from his body
like the ribs of a half starved horse. The impression of
emaciation is increased by the fact that he is literally only

7half olothed. A large portion of his chest was protrudint-^ from
his upper carments. His mouth is shaped as if it once had con-
tained prominent teeth. They have now disappeared, leaving a
gaping void. He wore nothing on his head which was closely
shaven. Altogether it was like seeing a half naked gnome in
spectacles. Even in my repulsion I was conscious of his roy-
alty. He was so upright, so impassive, so utterly unconscious
of his surroundings. It was rather like having an interview
with a statue of the Lord Buddha. He has extraordinary dignity
• ••••In tv70 minutes I had decided whatever his other failings
might be that he had, to an extraordinary degree, dignity and
oharm. " 1
Surely this photographic view of him gives little in-
sight into the source of his power. His ardent admirer John
Haynes Holmes describes him with keener insight when he says;
"A frail, puny, utterly unimportant looking man is
the Mahatma. But in this trivial lantern of the flesh, there
burns a light that 'never was on land or sea*. His deep lus-
trous eyes, his lovely smile, his utter clarity of mind, his
gentleness and peace and unfailing compassion these reveal at
once the inner glory Clothed upon with the frailest garment
of fleshly incarnation ever known the Mahacma walks among us as
pure spirit." 2
Sir Gilbert Murray puts it this way; **He is a dan-
gerous and uncomfortable enemy, because his body, which you can
3
always conquer, gives you so little purchase on his soul."
And it is there that the great secret of his power lies, he has
reduced the physical to the absolute minimum, and clings not at
all to that, and has become as near as it is humanly possible,
a spiritual being, -a great soul, -a MahatmaJ
Bishop Fisher gives an account of an interview with
Tagore and Gandiii which further illustrates this.
"We talked of gods and men, empires and democracies,
poetry and history, east and west. Tagore led the way.
1. Robert Bemays, The Naked ffaquir , p. 83
2. Review by Kenneth Saunders in The Saturday Review of Lit .
October 4, 1930, p. 176
3. Review by Kenneth Saunders in The Saturday Review of Lit .
October 4, 1930, p. 176
r
8steering olear of details cind launching!; out into the wider paths
Gandhi was silent for a lon{^ time. Charlie Andrews and I spoke
Tery little. After a while Gandhi *s passionate eyes be,c^an to
gleam. We had come over into the realm of social injustices,
politics, poverty, struccle* Tagore had seemed like a mountain.
Gandhi leaped like a gushing cataract pouring out his very life*8
blood as though upon an altar of his people. Every word was
carefully chosen. Every gesture was deliberate. His body was
well poised, but his eyes seemed like flashes of fire, and his
lips wore burning coals. Never did I see more clearly in any
personality such an absorbing love for men, and I have seldom
heard more refreshing scientific and practical suggestions for
social improvement and growth. Ke crouched there against the
wall, a picture of passionate patriotism consumed by his spirit
till his very body dwindled and left only a soul,- the soul of
India." 1
This fs not the type of political leader, or states-
man, or revolutionist with which we of the western world are
familiar. To us sainthood and politics seem the greatest of
antithesis. Yet in Gandhi his political activity is but the
cutflowering, an expression of his religion dominated life.
Says Remain Holland, "to understand Gandhi's activity it should
be realized that his doctrine is like a huge edifice composed
of two different floors or grades. Below is the solid ground-
work, the basic foundation of religion. On this vast and un-
shakable foundation is based the political and social cam-
paign." 2
"He is not only a saint, but also a prophet and a
philosopher. He is first of ell a man of religion; that is, he
believes it is better to be good than great, and that right will
conquer in the end. 'Most religious men I have met are politi-
cians in disguise. I, however, who wear the guise of a politi-
cian am at heart a religious man.' He had to be; a politician,
even a statesman, could not have united India; India stands for
religion and will follow only a saint. 'My patriotism is sub-
servient to my religion,' he says, 'India is great and holy,
but greater and holier is truth.'" 3
1. F. B. Fisher, That Strange Little Brown Man , p. 3
2. Remain Holland, Mahatma Gandhi, p. 35
3. Will Durant, The Case for IndTa, p. 85
r
0The Mahatma can not be easily classified as belon^^ing
to any one sect or religion. No denomination, no sect, in fact
no single religion is sufficient to claim him completely. To
him CrOd is truth, and his whole life must be interpreted as a
quest for truth, a search for Gk)d. He sees the relin;ions of
the world not as distinct and contradictory but as different
pathways leading to the one true Gtod. He calls himself a Hindu,
as he was born a Hindu, and because it is perhaps the most in-
clusive of all reli{5ions, reco^^;?tiizinf^ the prophets of every re-
ligion and accepting truth regardless of its source. Of Hin-
duism Fisher says; "It is the good fortune or the misfortune
of Hinduism that it has no official creed. If I were asked to
define the Hindu creed I should simply say; search after Truth
through non-violent means Of course, therefore, Hinduism is




In this connection Gandhi says;
"The world, and therefore we, can no more do without
the teachings of Jesus than we can without that of Mohammed or
the Upanishads. I hold all these to be co^^-olATneptPirv of one
another, in no case exclusive The spirxu or tne isermon on
the !'ount competes almost on equal terras with the Bhagavad-Gita
for the domination of my heart." 2 Again he says; "My faith
offers me all that is necessary for my inner development, for
it teaches me to pray. But I also pray that everyone else may
develop to the fulness of his being in his own relir^ion, that
the Christian may become a better Christian, and the Mohammedan
a better Mohammedan. I am convinced that God will one day ask
us only what we are and what we do, not the name we give to our
being and doing." 3
1. F. B. Fisher, That Strange Little Brown Man
, p. 13
2. Will Durant, The Case for India
, p. 87





As John Haynes Holmes says, "Hinduism belongs to
1
Gandhi as the Judaism of the first century belonp.ed to Jesus."
Interest In Gandhi's religion goes deeper than classifying him
for if, as he and those who know him say, his religion is the
secret of his life and the source of his power one should know
something of his religious life.
Those who know anything at all about the life of
Gandhi know him as a man of prayer. One cannot study far into
the life of this remarkable man without discovering what a
large part prayer has not only in his dally routine but in his
life. He says; "I believe, that prayer is the very soul and
essence of religion, and therefore prayer must be the very core
2
of the life of man, for no man can live without religion."
Again, "He stated that he believed in God, and therefore, of




The story of Gandtii's prayer life is not told when
the mere statement is made that he rises every morning at four
to spend an unlnterupted hour in prayer and meditation, nor yet
when it is said that he has set aside Monday as a day of fast-
ing, silence, and prayer. It is not merely one hour out of the
day and one day out of the week that he devotes himself to
prayer but he lives every moment conscious of the presence of
God and his every act is prompted by a religious fervor and
desire for truth. He says, "I am a searcher after truth.
1. Will Durant, The Case for India
, p. 91
S. Winslow and Elwin, The Dawn of Indian Freedom , p. 81




My experiments I hold to be infinitely more important than the
best equipped Himalayan expedition. Let me therefore go my way.
I shall lose my usefulness the moment I stifle the still small
1
oioe within."
From his prayer life come three characteristics of
the Mahatma which lie at the base of his power and success.
First, his unmovable faith in the rightness of his decisions.
Second, his utter lack of bitterness and hatred which places
his campaigns on such a high plane. And, third, his serene
faith in the ultimate triiimph of riglit, the power of truth.
His own faith and confidence is so real and vital that it
spreads to others and is one reason for his following among the
masses. In no other respect is the resemblance between Gandhi
and Jesus more striking than in their prayer life and the power
and faith they drew from it. Gandhi expresses it simply when
he says; "Defeat cannot dishearten me. It can only chasten me.
My faith in my creed stands immovable. I know that God will
2
guide me. Truth is superior to man»s wisdom."
Not only is Mahatma Gandhi's religion significant
because it has prompted a remarkable prayer life but also becaus
it has led him to asceticism. Perhaps no other element in the
character of Gandhi is less comprehensible to a western mind than
this asceticism, and yet it has peculiar importance in the
Satyagraha movement. His asceticism has become, through the
years, more and more complete as he has reduced his material
e
1. F. B. Fisher. That Strange Little Brown Man, p. 124






and physioal dosires to almost nothinc. It is by this means
tliat his soul has become dominant. The most significant aspect
of his asceticism is his voluntary acceptance of poverty.
He says; "The highest fulfilment of reli(3ion there-
fore requires a giving up of all possessions to be really
happy he must not own anything or own things only so long as
his neighbour permits him. In the last resort we live not by
our physical strength but by sufferance. Hence the necessity
of uttermost humility and absolute reliance on God. This is
living by soul force. This is the highest solf expression." 1
Mahatma Gandhi s answer to the question; "Why volun-
tary poverty?" warrants quotation here.
"When I found myself drawn into the political coil, I
asked myself what was necessary for me in order to remain abso-
lutely untouched by immorality, by untruth, by what is known as
political gain.... I cane definitely to the conclusion that, if
I had to serve the people in whose midst my life was cast and
of whose difficulties I was witness from day to day, I must dis-
card all wealth and all possessions But as days went by, I
B&\i that I had to throw overboard many other thin/;>s which I had
considered as mine, and a time came when it became a matter of
positive joy to give up those things. And one after another
then, by almost geometric progression, the things slipped away
from me. And as I am describing my experiences, I can say a
great burden fell off my shoulders, and I felt that I could now
walk with ease and do my work also in the service of my fellow
men with great comfort and still greater joy. The possession
of anything then became a troublesome thing and a burden. Sx-
•ploring the cause of that joy, I found that, If I kept anything
as my own I had to defend it against the whole world
"And then I said to myself; possession seems to me to
be a crime; I can only possess certain things when I know that
others, who also want to possess similar things are able to do
80
"And.. you feel the less you possess, the less you
want, the better you are. And better for what? Not the enjoy-
ment of this life, but for the enjoyment of personal service to
your fellow beings, service to which you dedicate yourself,
body, soul, and mind. ...even the body is not yours....
1. Mahatma Gandhi, Young India , Series 2, p. 196

19
"Those who have reached the ideal state testify that,
when you dlsposses yourself of everything you have you really
possess all the treasures of the world. In other words, you
really cQ't all that is in reality necessary for you, over^/thing,
.... Those who will follow this out will really find that they
are never in want.... So I have found. I cannot really recall
a single instance when, at the eleventh hour, He (God) has for-
saken me
"I can tell you that it is beyond description the
bliss, the happiness, and the ability that this voluntary
poverty gives one." 1
The extent to whioh his vow of poverty has taken him
is revealed in this description of his daily life;
"His way of living is extremely simple and in no way
differs from that of the poorest pariahs. His chief food is
earth-nuts, plantains, lemons, dates, a little rice or goat*s
milk; he never has more than two meals a day, at sunrise and
sunset. He drinks no alcohol, tea, or coffee; he sleeps on a
piece of coarse woven cloth spread on the bare floor of his
room, with a bundle of khaddar or books for a pillow. ^Vhenever
possible he sleeps in the open air, preferably wrapped in a
cloth on the bare earth." 2
In no way could a leader so completely identify him-
self with the oppressed masses as to willingly take upon him-
self their poverty. He eats the food and wears the garb of the
poorest of Indians untouchables so that the poorest man need
not feel embarrassed before him. "I am full of weakness and
sins," he said to some friends, "but I have this one thing
that the poor recognize in me at once. They know that I share
all their hardships. You could have the same influence if you
3
would do the same."
Aside from the merit of his voluntary poverty as a
means of bringing the masses to think and feel and even suffer
1. Mahatma Gandhi; Why Voluntary Poverty? The V/orld Tomorrow
December 1931, p. 198-199
2. Rene Fulop-Miller , Lenin and Gandhi , p. 173-174
3. vTinslow and JElwin, Gandhi, The Dav.Ti of Indian Freedom , p. 47

X4
with him, is another value seldom thought of, namely, he is un-
punishable. What can the government take from him or deny him
that he has not already voluntarily relinquished? A prison
oell provides all the comforts he would accept in freedom, his
own diet is more meager than any prison could offer. His very
life he values not at all. His spirit grows and flourishes in
solitude and silence so that he comes out of each prison ex-
perience refreshed and renewed. His supreme faith in God makes
it possible for him, once he is removed from all possible acti-
Tity in the C5ause, to relax; there is no fretfulness or impa-
tience. Invariably it proves to be a period of spiritual and
mental growth instead.
Another element in his asceticism is the vow of abso-
lute chastity which he not only takes himself but demands of
his followers. In order to appreciate the need for such a vow,
two factors must be recognized. One is the tendency to sexual
extremes which is common in India and which often leads to dan-
gers to national health. Gandhi is convinced that sexual dis-
sipation and indulgence are the causes for the low vitality and
inertia of the masses. As in all else he experiments upon him-
self and he teaches others only what his own experience validat€|is.
Thus he says;
**Many people have told me (and I also believe it) tha}
I am full of energy and enthusiasm and that my mind is by no
means weak. Some even accuse me of rashness. There is disease
in my body as well as in my mind; nevertholoss , when compared
with my friends, I may call myself perfectly strong and healthy^
If even after twenty years of sensual enjoyment

15
I have been able to reach this state, liow much better should I
have been if only I had kept myself pure during those twenty
years as well. It is my full conviction that, if only I had
lived a life of Brahraacharya all throu^^ih, my energy and enthu-fsiasm would have been a thousand times greater, and I should
^
have been able to devote them all to the furtherance of my
country's cause and of my own," 1
The other aspect of this q.uestion is found in (randhi's
belief that he and his followers cannot be utterly lacking in
fear so long as they feel responsibility for other individuals.
Therefore he holds that until their cause is won they should
not procreate. He further admonishes them not to be guilty of
bringing innocent children into the condition of slavery under
which they live. From the standpoint of over-populated and
congested India the limitation of offspring by any method and
for any motive must be praised.
"In Gandhi's view, complete abstinence in thought,
word, and deed is necesnary to the attainment of spiritual per-
fection; marriage should bring man and wife only spiritually
into relation and make them friends, and this harmony of souls
should not be disturbed by sexual relations. The man who can
abstain from all sensual desire, loses all fear of death and
departs from life with a smile on his lips; the man who thus
lives and dies is a true man, of him alone can it be said that
he has not wasted his life." 2
Regardless of one's opinion as to the value of
asceticism one cannot but admire Gandhi for the thoroughness
with which he has denied himself all that men as a rule count
dear. His ideal may not be ours but the ideal which he
preaches is an ideal which he has first lived himself. He says,
"My strength lies in my asking peo^ole to do nothing that I have
3
not tried repeatedly in my own life."
1. Rene Fulop-Miller , Lenin and Gandhi
, p. 181-182
2. Ibid., p.177-178




Another espeot of his religious life is his belief in,
and use of fasts. This has beoome for him not only a personal
religious observance but also a very powerful political weapon.
There are two types of fasts which Gandhi has often observed
throughout his life. The first is entirely personal in ob-
jective; it is engaged in for the purification and perfection
of the soul. Of this type of fast Gandhi says; "A fast under-
taken for fuller self-expression for attainment of the spirit's
supremacy over the flesh, is a most powerful factor in one's
1
evolution." Of his own fasts of this type he says, "The pub-
lic will have to neglect my fasts and cease to worry about them.
They are a part of my being. I can as well do without my eyes,
for instance, as I can without fasts. What the eyes are for
2
the outer v/orld, fasts are for the inner."
The second type of fast with which Gandhi has made
the world familiar is a type of vicarious suffering. He says,
"My religion teaches me that whenever there is distress which
one cannot remove, one must fast and pray." This type of fast
is as essentially religious as the other and must be considered
as such. He says; "No matter from what motive you are fasting
during this precious time, think of your Maker, and of your
relation to Him and His other creations, and you will malce dis-
3
ooveries you may not have dreamed of." ...."as the blood thins
the mind clears, irrelevancies fall away, and fundamental
things, sometimes even the Soul of the World, come into vision
4
like mountain tops through a oloud."
1. Mahatma^Gandhi
.
Yourig Thdia", series l^ p. 999
2. Ibid., Series 2, p. 123
8. Ibid., Series 2, p. 134




Gandhi has used fasts of this type on many very dif-
ferent ocoar.ions and with unfailing success. On his South
African farm he would often fast, punishing himself for the mis-
demeanors of the children under his care. Later he used this
same method in dealing with disciplinary problems in his Ashram
in India, Always the children responded with repentance. He
has used the fast to unite Hindu and Musssulman, to free the un-
touchables, and to keep his people from violence, j More detailed
discussion of some of these important fasts will appear later
in the paper for these fasts are perfect examples of Satyagraha
in one of its aspects. '/lention is here made of them because
fasts are one aspect of Gandhi »s religious nature and must be
understood in order that we may understand him. We must bear
in mind that fasts of this nature are never directed against
the enemy but against evil within the ranks of his own followers
We may sum up the personality and character of this
great man in two quotations which are interesting in themselves
and also for the contrast which they show. Gandhi says of him-
self, "I am but a poor struggling soul yearning to be wholly
good - wholly truthful , and wholly non-violent in thought
,
word,
and deed, but ever failing to reach the ideal which I know to
1
be true."
John Haynes Holmes says of him, "If I believed in a
resurrection, I would say in all reverence - look on Mahatma
Gandhi as Christ returned to earth. ... I am not here thinking
of the influence which the Nazarene, as Gandhi himself empha-
sized, exercised over him; I have in mind rather his whole




mental and spiritual nature and the wonderful example of his
life. The soul of the Mahatma is the soul of Christ; its innei^'
simplioity and purity, its mystical trust in the eternal veri-
ties, the peculiar blend of humility and arrosance, the pro-
found understandine and the infinite sympathy, the boundless
joy in sacrifice, the steadfast idealism, the love for and
trust in man and God, all show that the spiritual powers of
Jesus are again incarnate on earth," 1




THE CENTRAL DOCTRII^ OF GANDHI
1. Definition of Satyagraha.
Since no English word adequately expresses this cen-
tral doctrine of Gandhi it has seemed best, for the purpose of
this paper, to use the Indian term, Satyagraha. The term was
coined to express the positive aspect of Gandhi's method.
Ahimsa, non-violence, is the negative. The word is derived fron,
the combination of two Indian words "Sat" meaning soul or truth
and "Agraha" meaning force or power. Therefore, the word is
translated as soul-force or truth-force and it represents some-
thing that is dynamic - that is positive. There is a close
inter-relation between Ahimsa and Satyagraha in the thought and
program of the Mahatma. He says;
"Truth - Sat - is positive; Non-violence is negative.
Truth stands for the fact. Non-violence negatives the fact.
And yet Non-violence is the highest religion. Truth is self-
evident; Non-violence is its maturest fruit. It is contained
in Truth, but it is not self-evident.... Acceptance of Truth is
sure to lead to the acceptance of Non-violence.
"Renunciation of the flesh is essential for realising
Truth. . The sage who realised Truth found Non-violence out of
the violence raging all about him and said; 'Violence is unreal,
Non-violence is real. Realization of Truth is impossible with-
out Non-violence. Brahmacharya (celibacy), Asteya (non-stealing^
Aparingraha (non-possession) are means to achieve Ahimsa.
Ahimsa is the soul of truth. Man is mere animal without it," 1
Aiiimsa is an integral part of the Satyagraha movement
because "man is not capable of knowing the absolute truth and
2
therefore not competent to punish." However, non-violence
1. Mahatma Gandhi, Young India , 1924-26, p. 926
2. Winslow and Elwin, The Dawn of Indian Freedom , p. 110
c
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must not be interpreted to mean laok of resistance but rather
a limitation upon the type of resistance that may be offered.
"In the pledge taken by the Satyagrahi, as the fol-
lowers of Gandlii are called, occur the words, *We will faith~
fully follow truth and refrain from violence to life, person,
or property.
"But Gandhi adds a dynamic sentence, -'Non-violence
does not mean meek submission to the will of the evil-doer, but
the putting of one's whole soul against the will of the
tyrant.
1
"Non-violence and truth are inseparable like two
sides of a coin. Non-violence is the means and Truth the aim.
Truth is God and there is only one way to realize Him and that
is the path of Non-violence." 2
Richard Gregg explains the sense in which a Satya-
grahi is not passive in this way;
"Towards his opponent he is not aggressive physically,
but his mind and emotions are exceedingly active, wrestling
constantly with the problem of persuading the latter that he is
mistaken, seeking proposals as to a better way out, examining
his own cause and organization to see what mistal<es or short-
sightedness there may be in them, thinking constantly of all
the possible v/ays of winning truth for both sides." 3
Satyagraha then, is not a method to secure submission
but conversion. It makes its appeal to the heart of the oppo-
nent through voluntary self sacrifice and suffering. It is
ideally a conquest by love rather than by hatred. Says Gandhi;
"We were to appeal to their hearts and evoke the best in them,
4
not play on their fears to gain our ends." For "Justice that
5
love gives is surrender; justice that law gives is a punishment.'
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Again Gandhi explains it in this way;
I do justify entire Non-violenoe and consider it
possible in relation between man and man and nations and na-
tions, but it is not »a resignation from all real fif^hting
against wickedness. ' On the contrary the Non-violence of my
conception is a more active and more real fij^hting against
wickedness than relation whose very nature is to increase wick-
edness. I contemplate a mental, and therefore o moral opposi-
tion to immoralities. I seek entirely to blunt the edge of the
tyrant *s sword, not by putting up against it a sharper weapon,
but by disappointing his expectation that I would be offering
physical resistance. The resistance of the soul, that I would
offer instead, would elude him. It would at first dazzle him
and at last compel recognition which would not humiliate but
would uplift him." 1
Voluntary acceptance of suffering rather than the
desire and attempt to inflict suffering on others is' the way of
Satyagraha. There is nothing weak or cowardly about it. It
demands of its devotees courage, self-renunciation, and un-
limited love. The power of suffering should not be incompre-
hensible in the part of the world that worships the crucified
Christ. Of the need for suffering Gandhi says;
"Suffering is the mark of the human tribe. It is an
eternal law. The mother suffers so that her child may live.
Life comes out of death. The condition of wheat growing is
that the seed should perish. No country has ever risen without
being purified through the fire of suffering.... It is impossibJe
to do away with the law of suffering which is the one indispen-
sable condition of our being. Progress is to be measured by the
amount of suffering undergone..., the purer the suffering the
greater is the progress.
"Non-violence in its dynamic condition means conscious
suffering.... I have ventured to place before India the ancient
law of self-sacrifice, the law of suffering. The Rishis, who
discovered the law of Non-violence in the midst of violence,
were greater geniuses than Newton, greater warriors than Well-
ington. Having themselves Imown the use of arms they realized
their uselessness and taught a weary world that salvation lay
not through violence but through Non-violence..., The religion
of non-violence is not merely for Rishis and saints. It is
1. Mahatma Gandhi, Young India , Series 2, p,864
cc
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meant for the common people as well. Non-violence is the law
of our species, as violence is the law of the brute. The dig-
nity of man requires obedience to a higher law - to the strength
of the spirit.... I want India to recognize that she has a soul
that cannot perish and that can rise triumphant above every
physical weakness and defy the physical combination of a whole
world. (April 6, 1921)" 1
"The self-sacrifice of one innocent man is a million
times more potent than the sacrifice of a million men who die
in the act of trying to kill others. The willing sacrifice of
the innocent is the most powerful retort to insolent tyranny
that has yet been conceived by Grod or man." 2
This is Gandhi »s claim for his method;
"Passive-rosistance is an all-sided sword; it can bd
used anyhow; it blesses him who uses it, and also him against
whom it is used, without drawing a drop of blood. It produces
far reaching results. It never rusts and cannot be stolen.
The sword of passive-resistance does not require a scabbard,
and one cannot be forcibly dispossessed of it." 3
2, The Distinctive Q.ualities of This Method
If Satyagraha is conceded to be a possible substitute
for war in what respects does it differ from war? First, Sat-
yagraha is far less destructive to life and property than cus-
tomary warfare. If perfect Satyagraha is practiced the casual-
ties will all be upon one side, the opponent will suffer not at
all. Says Gandhi; "It is not because I value life low that I
can countenance with joy thousands voluntarily losing their
lives for Satyagraha but because I know that it results in the
long run in the least loss of life and what is more, it ennobles
those who lose their lives and morally enriches the world for
4
their sacrifice."
1» Romain Holland, Mahatma Gandhi , p. 67-68
2. Mahatma Gandhi, Young India , Series 2, p. 905
3. Charles F. Andrews, Mahatma Gandhi *s Ideas , p. 192
4. Mahatma Gandhi, Young India , Series 2, p. 862
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Second, Satyagraha "brings the quickest permanent
victory.
"Satyagraha is a force that v7orks silently and ap-
parently slowly. In reality, there is no force in the world
that is so direct or so swift in working. But soniet tries ap-
parent success is more quickly attained by brute force. To
earn one's living by body-labour is a method of earning it by
Satyagraha. A gambler on the stock exchange or house-breaking,
either of which is the reverse of Getyagraha, may apparently
lead to an instantaneous acquisition of wealth. But the world
has by now, I presume, realized that house-breaking and gam-
bling are no methods of earning one*s livelihood and that they
do ham rather than good to the gambler or the thief." 1 "You
must not be afraid that the method of Non-violence is a slow
long drawn out process. It is the swiftest the world has seen,
for it is the surest." 2 "'itfhat is obtained by love, is re-
tained for all time. What is obtained by hatred proves a bur-
den in reality for it increases hatred." 3
Third, Satyagraha is not demoralizing having a wholcsoflie
effect on both contestants. Those who practice Satyagraha are
made more noble by it. No military discipline is more strict
than that which a good Satyagrahi imposes upon himself, the
perfection sought being in character and not in the technique
of killing. Since victory means conversion to the justice of
the cause the effect on the conquered can only be good. "Sat-
yagraha unlike war does not demoralize the combatants. Hather
it enobles those on both sides. ... In Europe men were being de-
graded to the level of beasts. In India they were being raised
4
to the highest levels of which humanity is capable."
Fourth, a Satyagraha campaign is carried on with ab-
solute frankness. Gandhi makes it a practice to notify his
opponent of all his plans of campaign; there is no hidden
1. Mahatma Gandhi, Young India
.
Series 2, p. 855
2. Ibid., p. 916





strategy, no secret diplomacy.
Gandhi says, "I feel thanlcful to (>od that for years
past I have come to regard secrecy as a sin, more especially in
politics.... I know that I have achieved most satisfactory re-
sults from evolving the boldest of my plans in broad daylight.
I have never lost a minute s peace for having detectives by my
side. ... As a rule what I have spoken in their presence has al-
ready been published to the world." 1
Fifth, Satyagraha does not require the huge expendi-
ture of money usually associated with warfare. "It is economi-
cal; it does not involve a huge outlay in weaBons, barracks,
2
pensions. It is a warfare of ascetics." Gandhi says of his
experience with the financial aspect of the campaigns; "I did
not realize then, as clearly as I do now, that a struggle can
be carried on without funds, that money very often spoils a
righteous fight, and that God never gives a Satyagrahi, or a
3
passive resister, anything beyond his strictest needs."
Sixth, no outside force can bring defeat to a Satya-
grahi. Gandhi's statement on the eve of the 1930 campaign ex-
presses this;
"I have faith in the righteousness of our cause and
the purity of our weapons. And where the means are clean,
there God is undoubtedly present with his blessings. And where
these three combine there defeat is impossible. A Satyagrahi
whether free or incarcerated, is ever victorious. He is van-
quished only when he forsakes truth and non-violence and turns
a deaf ear to the Inner Voice. If, therefore, there is such a
thing as defeat for even a Satyagrahi he alone is the cause of
it." 4
Lastly, the Satyagraha campaign is based upon faith
in God and in Divine guidance. Of the dependence of the move-
ment upon God Gandhi said; "The fact is that Satyagraha
1. Mahatma Gandhi, Young India , Series 1, p. 1098-99
2. Winslow and Elwin, The Dawn of Indian Freedom
,
p. 173








presupposes the living presence and guidance of God. The leade3
depends not on his own strength but on that of CJod. He aots as
vj} the voice v/ithin guides him. Very often, therefore, what are
practical politics so called are unrealities to him, though in
the end his prove to be the most practical politics,"
"A Dharmayudda (war of righteousness) in which there
are no secrets to be guarded, no scope for cunning, and no
place for untruth, comes unsought and a man of religion is ever
ready for it. A struggle which has to be previously planned is
not a righteous struggle. In a righteous struggle Grod Himself
plans the campaigns and conducts the battles. A war of right-
eousness can only be waged in the name of God, and It is only
when the Satyagrahi feels quite helpless, when he is apparently
on his last legs, and finds utter darkness all around him, that
God comes to the rescue. God helps us when we feel ourselves
humbler than the very dust under our feet. Only to the weak
and helpless is divine succour vouchsafed," 2
Though Satyagraha differs thus widely from v/ar, it
may be considored as a substitute since it has certain qualities
in common with war. Richard Gregg s\LTimarizes them in this way.
Satyagraha resembles war; "First, in having a psycho-
logical and moral aim and effect. Second, in principles of
strategy. Third, in a discipline of a parallel emotion and in-
stinct. Fourth, as a method of settling great conflicts.
Fifth, in operating against the morale of the opponents. Sixth,
in requiring courage, dynamic energy, capacity to endure fatigue
and suffering, self-sacrifice, self-control, chivalry, action.
Seventh, in being positive and powerful. Eighth, in affording
opportunity of service for a large idea and for glory." 3
Not only must the Satyagraha movement be distin-
guished from war but also from that other method of coercion
namely, passive-resistance. The terms are often used inter-
changably since passive-resistance is the nearest approach in
English thought or experience to Satyagraha.
1. Winslow and Elwln, The Dawn of Indian Freedom , p. 118
2. Charles Andrews, Mahatma Gandhis Ideas
,
p. 226-7




"Passive-resistance is used in the orthodox En^^lish
sense and covers the suffra{;ette movement as well as the resis-
tance of the Non-conformists. Passive-resistance has been con-
ceived and is regarded as a weapon of the weak, 7/hilst it
avoids violence, beinc not open to the weak, it does not exclude
its use if, in the opinion of the passive resisters the occa-
sion demands it. However it has been distinguished from armed
resistance always, and its application was at one time confined
to the Christian martyrs. 1
Remain Holland distinguishes this from Satya^raha
thus; "Nothing is more false than to call Gandhi *s campaisn a
movement of passive-resistance. No one has a j^reater horror of
passivity than this tireless fighter who is one of the most
heroic incarnations of a man who resists. Tlie soul of his
movement is active resistance - resistance which finds outlet,
not in violence, but in the active force of love, faith, and
sacrifice. This threefold energy is expressed in the word
Satyat^raha. " 2
Gandhi has again and again asserted that his move-
ment was not a movement for the weak and powerless, as in
passive resistance, but for the strong and the courageous.
Physical force is not used by a Satyagrahi because it is not
lacking but because it is immoral. The effect and procedure of
the two methods may be similar but the psychological basis is
entirely different.
3. The Technique of Satya.^raha
The first phase to be considered under Satyagraha
technique is the development of character in the would-be
Satyagrahi. Character is to a Satyagraha movement what guns
and ammunitions are to an army and Gandhi has learned that it
cannot be taken for granted. "The exercise of Soul-force in
its perfect form brings about instantaneous relief. For this,
prolonged training of the individual soul is an absolute
1. WinsloirandrBlwin, The Dawn of Indian Freedom , p. 110






necessity, so that a perfect passive resister has to be almost
1
if not entirely a perfect man." To Gandhi, of course, perfec-
tion means asceticism. "Every Satyagrahi has to observe per-
fect chastity, adopt poverty, follow truth, and cultivate fear-
lessness. Those alone can follow this path *who are free from
fear whether as to their possessions, false honour, their rela-
2
tives, the government, bodily injuries, death.*" Besides
these vows Gandhi lays down a set of rules to guide his fol-
lowers during any Satyagraha campaign.
"A. As an individual
1. A Satyagrahi, i.e. a civil resister, will harbour
no anger.
2. He will suffer the anger of the opponent.
3. In so doing he will put up with the assaults from
the opponent , and never retaliate ; but he will not submit out
of fear of punishment or the like to any order given in an/i;er.
4. When any person in authorit:;- seeks to arrest a
civil-resister, he will voluntarily submit to the arrest, and
he will not resist the attachment or removal of his own pro-
perty, if any, when it is sought to be confiscated by the
authorities.
5. If a civil resister has any property in his pos-
session as a trustee, he will refuse to surrender it, even
though in defending it he might lose his life. He will, how-
ever, never retaliate.
6. Non-retaliation includes swearing and cursing.
7. Therefore a civil resister will never insult his
opponent and therefore also not take part in many of the newly
coined cries which are contrary to the spirit of Ahinsa.
8. A civil resister will not salute the Union Jack,
nor will he insult it or officials, JSnglish or Indian.
9. In the course of the strugf^le if anyone insults an
official or commits an assault upon him, a civil resister will
protect such official or officials from insult or attack
even at t^he rlsk^fJi l s life. _ „^_=_____
1* Charles Andrews, Mahatma Gandhi's Ideas , p. 199
2. Winslow and Slwin, The Dawn of Indian freedom , p. 116
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B. As a prisoner;
10. A civil resister will behave courteously toward
prison officials, and will observe all such discipline of the
prison as is not contrary to self-respect; as, for instance
whilst he will Salaam officials in the usual manner, he will
not perform any humiliating gyrations and he will refuse to
shout ^Victory to Sarkar* or the life. He will take cleanly
cooked and cleanly served food which is not contrary to his re-
ligion and he will refuse to take food insultingly served or
served in unclean vessels.
11. A civil resister will make no distinction between
an ordinary prisoner and himself, will in no way regard himself
as superior to the rest, nor will he ask for any convenience
that roay not be necessary for keeping his body in good health
and condition. He is entitled to ask for such convenience as
may be required for his physical or spiritual well-being.
12. A civil resister may not fast for want of con-
veniences whose deprivation does not involve any injury to his
self respect.
C. As a unit;
13. A civil resister will joyfully obey all the
orders issued by the leader of the oorp whether they please him
or not.
14. He will carry out orders in the first instance
even though they appear to him insulting, inimical, or foolish,
and even appeal to higher authority. He is free before joining
to determine the fitness of the corp to satisfy him, but after
he has joined it, it becomes his duty to submit to its dis-
cipline, irksome or otherwise. If the sum total of the energy
of the corp appears to a member to be improper or immoral he
has a right to sever his connection, but being within it, ho
has no right to commit a breach of discipline.
15. No civil resister is to expect maintenance for
his dependents. It would be an accident if any provision is
made. A civil resister entrusts his dependents to the care of
Gk)d. . . . It is the universal experience that in such times
hardly anybody is left to starve.
D» In communal fights;
16. No civil resister will intentionally become a
cause of communal quarrels.
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17. In the event of such an outbreak, he will not
take sides, but will assist only the party that is demonstrably
In the right. Being a Hindu he will be generous toward Mussal-
mans and others and will sacrifioe himself in the attempt to
save non-Hindus from Hindu attaok. And if the attack is from
the other side he will not participate in any retaliation but
will give his life in protecting the Hindus.
18. He will to the best of his ability, avoid ever;/
occasion that may give rise to oom.munal quarrels.
19. If there is a procession of Satya.jrahis they will
do nothing that v/ould wound the religious susceptibilities of
any community, and they will not take part in processions that
are likely to wound such susoeptabilitios. " 1
A recruit for a Satyagraha campaign, then, is expected
to take the vows of asceticism and to abide by the above rules
For more intensive training, and with evident thought for the
future, Gandhi has established, both in South Africa and in
India, schools or Ashrams. Here both children and adults are
taught the principles of Satyagraha and live in accordance with
the ascetic vows. Those admitted to the Ashram are divided
into three classes; Managers, Candidates, and Students. The
Managers, who correspond to teachers, are evidently expected to
instruct as much by example as by precept. The Managers, there-
fore, are those who have accepted the six vows of; Truth, Ahimsei
(non-killing). Celibacy, Control of the palate, Non-stealing,
and Non-possession; and have lived according to them. To Gandhi
these vows have far wider significance than their names suggest
He sees, also, that they are to a large extent inter-dependent.
To him the vow of Truth eliminates all deception and all
secrecy. The vow of Ahimsa means the elimination of all anger
l.Winslow and Elwin, The Dawn of Indian Freedom , p. 156
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and hatred from one's life and the aooeptanoe of love. Not
only must one not harm any livin/3 thing but one must learn to
love one's enemies. The vow of Celihaoy means control of
"animal passions" to the extent that the relation between man
and wife should be that of friendship and "perfect purity".
He feels that a great aid to Celibacy is to be found in the vow
to control the palate. He has made throughout his life a
rather intensive study of the effect of different foods upon
himself. He holds that one should "leave off such foods as may
tend to stimulate animal passions or are otherwise unnecessary."
To him the possession of anything not essential to life is
theft. And those who take the vow of non-possession are ex-
pected to be constantly seeking for means of simplifying their
lives.
Beyond the observance of these vows the managers are
expected to know and use as many of the Indian Languages as
possible, since the school is conducted in them rather than in
English. They are also expected to perform physical labour and
to use the loom. Gandhi is convinced that man's sustenance
should be dependant upon physical labour and that mental and
spiritual powers should be devoted to the common good.
Those who are designated as candidates in his Ashram
are those who, while being in sympathy with the program, cannot
take the vows; while they are within the Ashram they are, how-




The rules for the student are as follows;
"1. Any children whether boys or girls from four
years and upward may be admitted.
2. Parents will have to surrender all control over
their children.
3. Children may not be permitted to visit their
parents until the whole course of study is finished.
4. Children will be taught to observe all the vows
observable by the managers.
5. They will be taught principles of religion, agri-
culture, handloom weaving and literature.
6. Literary knowledge will be imparted through the
respective vernaculars of the students and will include History,
Geography, Mathematics, Economics, etc. learning of Sanskrit.
Hindi and at least one Dravidian Vernacular is obligatory.
7# English will be taught as a second language.
8. They will be taught Urdu, Bengali, Tamil, Telugu,
and Devanagiri characters.
9. The managers believe that the whole course will be
completed in ten years. Upon reaching the age of majority,
students will be given the option of taking the vows.... or re-
tire from the Ashram, if its program has not commended iteelf
to them.
10. This option they will exercise when no longer
they will require the assistance of their parents or other
guardians.
11. Every endeavor will be made to teach the students
from the very beginning not to have fear, 'what shall I do for
my maintenance if and when I become an independent man.'
12. Grown up persons also may be admitted as studenta
13. As a rule the simplest and the same type of
clothing will be worn by all.
14. Food will be simple. . .
.
15. There will be no vacations in this Ashram and no
holidays as a rule, but during one and a half days per week the
ordinary routine will be altered and the students will have
leisure to attend to their private personal work.
rr
.16. Durine three months in the year those whose
health permits will be enabled to travel mostly on foot in the
different parts of India.
17. No fees will be ohar^^ed either against students
or candidates but parents or members themselves will be ex-
pected to contribute as much as they can toward the expenses of
the Ashram." 1
This set of rules of course does not adequately des-
cribe the Ashram, the spirit of the school, or its effect upon
its students, but it does show the technique that Gandlii has
devised for training followers of Satyagraha. Needless to say
such training in schools or through vows and rules is possible
for only the select few as compared with the three hundred and
fifty millions who are affected by and who in some measure par-
ticipate in the movement. The select few, then, are the
trained leaders corresponding, perhaps, to the officers of an
army. These leaders go out through the country, traveling al-
ways third class or on foot
,
living in the villages among the
masses and inculcating in them the principles of Ahimsa and
Satyagraha.
The other method of education for his movement which
Gandhi has used and which he claims as indispensable to such
a campaign is the newspaper. Both in South Africa and in India
Gandhi has published papers as the voice and tool of the move-
ment. Of course the government has struck out against these
instruments but a succession of papers have served Gandlii*s
purpose and these incidently offer the most illuminating and
1, Mahatma Gandhi, Young India, Series 1, p. 1175-1176. The




valuable source of information to a student of the movement.
Indian Opinion was the South African paper while the most sig-
nificant of the Indian publications is Youn^'^ India to which oonr
stent reference is made in this paper. Of the importance of
these papers Gandlii says; "I believe that a struggle which
chiefly relies upon its own internal strength cannot be carried
1
on with any completeness without a newspaper."
One is at once struck in reading these papers with
the utter frankness and straightforwardness of the editor and
the surprising lack of propaganda of the typo familiar to
Europe and America during the last war. The spirit of Satya-
graha indeed dominates the paper and no hatred or bitterness
against individuals can be detected in their pages.
The second phase of iSatyagraha technique is that of
actual combat. Gandhi claims that Satyagraha "includes all
2
non-violent resistance for the vindication of Truth." Of the
possible methods three have been used by Gandhi in his Satya-
graha campaigns; civil disobedience, non-cooperation, and the
fast. The first two are used against the opponent, the latter
in securing agreement or reform within the group. Of the fast
Gandhi says, "There are two conditions attached to a Satyagraha
fast. It should be against the lover and for his reform, not
S
for exhorting rights from him." Since this method is pri-
marily a personal rather than group method it needs no further
discussion here, though illustrations of its use will appear
later.
1. C. F. Andrews. Gandhi at Work, p. 184
2. Winslow and Elwin, The Dawn of Indian J'reedom, p. 110
3. Mahatma Gandhi, Young India. Series 2. p. 826
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It is nooessary to distinguish between the two methods
used in mass Satyagraha.
"Civil disobedience is a breach of unmoral statutory
enactments. The expression was, so far as I am aware coined by
Thoreau to signify his own resistance to the laws of a slave
state. He has left a masterly treatise on the duty of Oivil
Disobedience. But Thoreau v/as not perhaps an out-and-out
champion of non-violence. Probably, also, Thoreau limited his
breach of statutory laws to the Reveneau Law, that is, payment
of taxes, whereas the term civil disobedience, as practiced in
1919, covered a breach of any statutory and unmoral law. It
signifies the resister*s outlawry in a civil, i.e. non-violent,
manner. He invokes the sanctions of the law and cheerfully
suffered Imprisonment. It is a branch of Satyacraha.
"Non-cooperation predominantly implies withdrawing of
cooperation from the state that in the Non-Cooperatorti view has
become corrupt and excludes civil disobedience of the fierce
type described above. By its very nature, Non-cooperation is
/ even open to children of understanding, and can be safely prac-
ticed by the masses. Civil disobedience presupposes the habit
of willing obedience to laws without fear of their sanctions.
It can therefore be practiced only as a last resort and by a
select few in the first instance, at any rate." 1
Thus it is evident that Non-cooperation Is the
passive method while Civil-disobedience is active opposition
and so is more drastic. Non-cooperation signifies that, since
the government is recognized as immoral or unjust, the Non-
cooperators will refuse to avail themselves of any of the
benefits which the government offers. Conducting their lives
and business independent of all governmental and foreign help.
Gandhi says concerning this:
"Non-violent non-cooperation means renunciation of
the benefits of a system with which we non-cooperate. We
therefore renounce the benefits of schools, courts, titles,
legislatures and offices set up under the system. The most
extensive and permanent part of our non-cooperation consists in
the renunciation of foreign cloth which is the foundation for
the vicious system that is crushing us to death." 2
1. Mahatma Gandhi, Young India , Series 1, p, 222-3
2* F. B. Fisher, That Strangle Little Brown Man , p. 312
Ir
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Perhaps the best way to understand the technique of
non-oooperation is to quote the taotics set forth by the
oominittee for the 1920 compaign as beinf^ representative.
Surrender of all titles of honour and honorary offices.
2* Non-participation in Crovemment loans.
S, Suspension by lawyers of practice and the settlement of
civil disputes by private arbitration.
4« Boycott of Grovernment schools by parents.
5. Boycott of the Reform Councils.
6« Non-participation in Government parties, and such other
functions.
7. Refusal to accept any civil or military post in I'esopotamiaJ
or to offer as units for the array, especially for service in
the Turkish territories now being administered in violation
of pledges.
8» Propagate Swadeshi,- Vigorous prosecution of "Swadeshi",
inducing the people at the time of this national and reli-
gious awakening, to appreciate their primary duty to their
country, by being satisfied with its own products and manu-
factures. " 1
It must be noted that non-cooperation does not in-,
olve the disobedience to any law rather the sacrifice of any
and all benefits of government. Its effect is to embarrass the
government and make it ineffectual at all points where it relys
or depends upon native cooperation. It also serves the purpose
of training the non-cooperators for self sufficiency in the
event that the cause is won.
The last item, namely, that to propagate Swadeshi is
the only one that needs further explanation. It is upon this
part of his program of non-oooperation that Gandhi has placed
the most emphasis. Not only is it a part of his program
against the English, and a powerful part, but it is his solu-
tion for the poverty and misery of his people. Swadeshi is a






return to the use of the spinning; wheel and loom by the patrio-
tic and the exclusive use by them of the product of such labor
the Khaddar. In this way he hopes to re-establish that ancient
oottage industry and make it possible for the peasants to sup-
plement the small earnincs of their farms with earnings from
spinning, which could be carried on during the largo part of th«
year when there is little or no work to be done on the farms.
Swadeshi, of course, is included in the campaign for other
reasons than the purely humanitarian which is just cited. The
exclusive use by the Indians of Indian goods wouJLd stop at a
stroke the exploitation of the Indians by the English who buy
Indian cotton at a very low rate, carry it to Lancasifeii* "or
manufacture in English mills, and ship the product in the form
of calico, back to India to sell at a large profit. Gandhi thus
estimates that India could save, and distribute among her star-
ving peasants some fifty crores of rupees annually. This
amount, being equal to 57,500,000 pounds sterling, could well
be the difference between poverty and prosperity for India. To
make this exploitation impossible by universal acceptance of
.
Swadeshi would remove England's motive for control of India.
For however much the English may talk of the "white man's buraenf
It is generally conceded that England will not continue control
of colonies that are not profitable to her or give no promise of
being in the future. This, then, is one of eight important
phases of non-cooperation; the others are self explanltory.
c
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Clvll-dlsobodlenoe being the more dramatic type of
Satyagraha has received far more publicity and notice than non-
oooparation. It is, of course, directed ac^ainst a sinolQ law
or abuse at one time. The specific technique of the method is
simply the open breakin/r of the obnoxious law and the willing
acceptance of the conseo.uence. Obviously the method becomes
imore coercive as the numbers of law breakers increase and as
public sentiment crows in their favor. In order to be effec-
tive in civil disobedience the person must have been, and re-
main law abiding in all other respects; he is not a lawless
person but one who prefers punishment to obedience to an unjust
or immoral law. He must make no attempt to escape the conse-
quence of his act, be it imprisonment or death. This method
was used effoctively in South Africa and was tried by Gandhi in
India as well. It has proved a danr'.erous tool in the hands of
the untrained masses as it often leads to retaliation and
violence which spoils its effectiveness. ?or this reason
Gandhi has preferred whenever possible the slower but safer
method of non-cooperation in India. However, where it has been
used by disciplined groups it has proven that it can win almost
Immediate victory. This method has been used in India, not
only against the government, as in taxes and discriminating and
unjust laws, but also against injustices within the comjnunity,
suoh as discriminating rulings against the untouchables, with
the result that in some places wells, roads, and even temples
have been opened to them.
fr
•S8
Tlie oentral teaohing and most improtant doctrine of
Gandhi, then, is found to be Satya^^raha. Satya^raha, or Soul-
foroQ, as conceived by him, is a method by which, without the
use of violence, justice may be sought by the oppressed, whothei
individuals or nations, through self -suffering, aince the forc€
or power of this method is dependent on character, his technique
is first of all that of character training in Ahirasa or non-
violence. For this purpose Gandhi has set up in his schools
and through his vows the ideal of asceticism, Satyagraha when
applied to practical politics takes one of three forms,- the
fast which is individual, and civil-disobedience and non-cooperf




BIOGRikPHICikL SOURCES OF SATYAGRAHA
Satyagraha cans to Gandhi as much from the experiences
of his life as from the literature that he read. In fact it wan
this background of experience which made him eager to find and
to accept such a doctrine in Ihe utterances of others. From thr
time of his earliest childhood Gandhi received impressions whic]L
strongly influenced him. It is here that we must look to under-
stand his vows of non-violence, of truth, of chastity, and of
poverty. The experiences of his life too explain his awakened
love of freedom and his championing of the outcaste.
The Impressions of childhood. Gandhi owes many of his
ascetic views to the fact that his parents belonged to the most
puritanical of the Hindu sects, the Jains. The influence of hiii
devout mother was one of the strongest of his life. Fisher
tells a revealing story of how this mother taught by exairgole thii
fundamental Jain doctrine of non-violence.
I can still feel 1iie silent awe with which I listened
to his boyhood story of a deadly scorpion that ran across the
floor of the living-room where his mother was teaching the
children their Hindu Sunday School lesson, so to speak. His
mother's feet were bare, with red painted soles. She followed
the interesting Hindu custom of rouging them each morning after
early devotions, in order to carry with her at daily tasks, the
pleasant odor and beauty of her prayers. As young Mohandas saw
the deadly scorpion running straight towards those beautiful
painted feet, he cried out in alarm.
" 'Mother I A scorpionl It will bite youl Kill itl* His
mother said quietly,
"
'Be still, my son. If you do not frighten it, I
shall not be hurt.»
"She watched the insect crawl upon her heel, and thai
r
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•lowly disengaging the silk scarf ft?oin about her shoulders she
reached down, picked up the scorpion, and dropped it out the
irlndow •
" 'Now it will neither harm me, nor I it.», she remark-
ed gently,"
And Fisher adds; "Lessons like this, coming from no
printed page, but from the book of life, influenced the future
life of a discerning boy. This gentle Puritan mother was one
of the biggest factors in making Gandhi what he is today, a
prophet of self-mastery, of national control through control of
self," I.
The love of trulii is also a part of his heritage from
tils parents. "All his forbearers belonged to the Jain sect, and
irere distinguished for deep religious feeling and a passionate
2
eraving for truth." The story of his father and grandfather
Illustrate their utter truthfulness regardless of consequences
and throws some light on the career of Gandhi. The grandfather,
a high financial official, incurred the displeasure of his
prince and was forced into exile. Being received kindly by a
neighboring prince he proffered him his left hand saying that.
In spite of all the injustices he had suffered, his rl^ht hand
iras still in the service of the Prince of Porbander. Gandhi »s
father similarly occupied a position of state. Once when an
English official spoke disparagingly of the prince Gandhi*
s
father took him strictly to account and, though the official
demanded an apology and even imprisoned him, no apology was
given. It was in such a family tradition that Gandhi grew up.
One of the Implications of the Jainist doctrine of
non-violence is vegetarianism. Only once did Gandhi, in a boy-
ish attempt to acquire the brawn and courage of the English,




, Lenin and Gandhi, p.186
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•at the forbidden meat. This one deviation resulted for him in
nausea and unhappiness for he says, "I felt as if a live goat
1.
was "bleeding and struggling in my stomach." And from this ex-
perience he determined to ''Let liie British have a monopoly on
2.
brawn, I will not dirty my soul for it." Unimportant as
Tegetarianism may seem to a V/estorn mind it has real signifi-
cance in this connection. To a person, Tirtiose religion and very
nature forbids the injury of even the smallest animal or insect,
war must appear horrible and repulsive indeed.
Gandhi's interest in the untouchables dates back to
when as a lad of twelve he accidentally touched a servant boy
who belonged to the Pariahs. He adced his mother why he must
perform the ablutions of ceremonial cleansing: and he refused
to be satisfied with her explanation. He says; "I told my
mother that she was entirely wrong to consider physical contact
3.
with our faithful servant Uka as sinful." Thus early did he
begin to question and condemn the greatest evil of his religion.
This was the beginning of Gandhi's championing of the out-caste
which has bix>ught him to the place vihere he has teiken their
simple clothing and way of life for his own and glories in call-
ing them his brothers. His devotion to theirnoause has led him
to adopt an out-caste girl as his daughter.
Gandhi has been discussed in this paper as essentially
a man of religion. This too had its origin in early childhood
the atmosphere of his parent's home was deeply religious.
Speaking of Gandhi's mother Hall says;
1. Josef Washington HaH, Eminent Asians
,
p. 390
2. Ibid., p. 390







»»Throueh these vicissitudes the dignified matron Putli-
bai draped in long robes and shawl, never failed to gather her
children about her on the cool floor, whether it happened at the
time to be of marble or clay trodden by peasant's feet, and in-
struct them in the strictest precepts of ahimsa,,,,of truth
telling, chastity, and vegetarianism.
"Then she wculd kneel with them in long prayer, and
they responded with childhood's ardent religiousness and will-
ingness to sacrifice. Frequently she fasted, and her youngest
eon in particular was always ready to take a vow wi1ii her. By
intelligence, gentleness, and en obvious capacity to suffer,
she dominated her children and determined their lives. If
Gandhi's penchant for politics came from his father, his re-
ligious conscience was the endowment from his mother ."I.
How dependent Gandhi became upon both prayer and fast-
ing, which he learned from his mother, has already been noted,
and her example taught him much of the possibilities in
Batjrgraha. Later Gandhi said, "I have learned more of passive
resistance as a weapon of power, from Indian women than from
2.
anyone else." Not only was her Influence upon her son strong
hile he remained in her home, but before she consented to his
leaving India to study in London she secured his vow that while
away from India he would abstain from wine, meat, and sexual
Intercourse. Surely this Hindu mother ranks with Monica, and
Suzanna Wesley as one of those whose religious influence upon
lier son had far reaching significance.
One other experience of Gandhi's childhood had its
•ffect upon his later beliefs and action. That was his marriage
irhen he was between twelve and thirteen to Kasturbai.
"As will be readily imagined, the sensitive lad with
the ovsrgrown head, flaring ears, and small, poetic face, with
Its strong nose, lush lips, and wide -set dreamy eyes, half
covered by drooping upper lids, was high-strung sexually., • .Sex
fas a problem for him from earliest childhood, as has indeed
been the usual case with the world's great saints. And Gandhi
1. Josef Washington Hall, Eminent Asians
, p. 388









in his autobiographical sketches la as frank as Augustine or
Francis of Assisi about this important factor of his life." I.
Although marriage to most boys of that age merely
meant new clothes, a banquet, and a new playmate; Gandhi took
it more maturely and seriously. Of his marriage he says; Two
Innocent children all unwittingly hurled themselves into the
2.
ocean of life." And for years it proved to be for them a
stormy and ten^estuous ocean frou^t with peril.
"He himself says that he wasted that first year of
tmarriage, so far as his schooling was concerned, trying to ad-
Just himself to the new conditions of life. He has never
ceased regretting the time which carnal indulgence took from
what he considers more important things of the spirit. He has
gone the whole gamut of experience from unrestrained license
(if you can call it that when a husband remains faithful to one
wife for half a century) of the boy husband to the strict con-
tinence which he now practises." 3
Gandhi knew all the evils of child marriage from his
experience, sexual excess, distraction from his studies, blind
reasonless jealousy. And from such experience comes not only
his attack upon child marriage as a system but also his belief
that complete chastity should be practiced within, as well as
without marriage. Of his experiences as a boy husband he says;
If, along witli my devoiiring passion, there had not been in me
a burning attachment to duty, I should either have fallen a
prey to disease and premature dealii, or have sunk into a burden-
4.
some existence."
Experiences in England as a student. Gandhi's three
years in London had several important effects upon his life.
Not only did he study to become a lawyer, which was his purpose
in going there, but he also learned a great deal from his
1. Josef Washington Hall, Eminent iislans, p. 393
2. Ibid., p. 341
^
• 3. Fred B. Fisher, That Strange Little Brown Man, p.125
4. J.W.Hall, Eminent ivsians. p. 395
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Dbservatlon of the English and his association with then. First
Df all he learned to know the English In their own land, a very
llfferent thing than meeting liie petty officials in India,
Since his future campaign was to be waged with the weapons of
Bharaoter, and ideals it was all iinportant to him to understand
lis opponent. The fact that Gandhi dared to launch such a camp-
iign against the English is proof that he felt that they possess-
Id underlying Ideals and character yfliich would respond to the
W)l\mtary suffering of his people. Then too it was in England
md through English friends that he first came to know the Gita
md the Bible whose profound influence on him has already been
loted.
Then he observed tiie Englidi sjrstem of government. Its
rreedon and its democracy must have awakened in his heart a
Longing that his subjected people might break from thralldom and
be free to become a nation.^
Will Durant says of Gandhi's stay in London, "Those
years in London taugjit him three subversive ideas; nationalism,
democracy, and Christianity. He observed the free life of the
English and their control over their government; and he con-
ceived the idea that his own people would enjoy a like inde-
pendence. He admired the English form of governmait aid wished
that British practice would conform with English theory; he
marveled that a people so dedicated to liberty should be capable
jf enslaving a nation." I.
Experiences in ^ouiai Africa. Prom England Gandhi re-
turned to India to discover on his arrival, that his mother,
upon ^om he had so relied, had died. Here he was joined by
his wife and baby after a separation of three years. Then not
making any marked success in the practice of law in Bombay he
[• Will Durant, The Case for India, p. 64-65
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accepted a oominisslon to go to South Africa to represent an
Indian firm and to settle some legal difficulties that had
arisen. The experiences of South Africa transformed him and
drew from his subconscious all that his reading and experience
had taught him of non-violence and passive-resistance and from
them he created and put to use in South Africa a new and power-
ful weapon, Satyagraha.
"An Anglicized Indian lawyer, wearing a frock coat
and a turban, with a fixed determination to make money, Gandhi
came to Africa. He made his fortune as he had planned; and
then gave it all away. He left Africa an Indian reformer, with
poverty as a coat, and a cloth about his loins.... What then
had changed him? Simply that Africa broU;'j;ht him to a stark re-
alization of his identity with his owi people. He found there
the challenge to leadership." 1
The story of Gandhi s South African Experiences tells
first of all of the brutality and rudeness shown the cultured
sensitive Indian lawyer by the whites with whom he came in con-
tact. Accustomed as he was to the respect that had been shown
him both in India and in London, it came as a shock to him on
his arrival in South Africa to be kicked from the sidewalks,
denied entrance to hotels, ordered from trains, and contemptuos-
ly referred to as a "coolie". He, who was a high caste Hindu,
found himself treated by the white inhabitants in much the same
way that the out-castes were treated in India. His first im-
pulse was to finish his work as quickly as possible and leave.
However, before his work was finished, a larger task awaited
him as leader of the oppressed Indians in South Africa. He had





come planning to stay a yearj he stayed twenty. The majority o:'
the Indians had come to Africa as indentured laborers and to
these gradually had heen added a group of merchants neither of
which groups had men capable of leading any movoment for
political reform or justice. They were inarticulate in their
suffering and oppression; Gandhi was destined to become their
Toice, to turn their suffering into a powerful weapon, and be-
fore leaving South Africa to free them from the worst of the
discriminating legislation.
Not only did the experiences in South Africa give
Gandhi the cause which demanded of him the 7/eapon he had uncon-
sciously been preparing, but also his experience there took
from him his last vesture of caste pride and made him one with
the out-castes. Bishop Fisher tells the story of such an
experience.
"I felt a thrill when I heard his story of his Africai.
vision of India. It came to him one evening as he was sitting
at the mouth of a great mine v/atching the Indian * convict'
laborers being herded to and from their work like so many oattld.
Barbed wire and bayonets of armed guards alike pricked the
Indians if they strayed a step from their accustomed path. Yet
these wore not dangerous murderers or criminals; their chief
fault was that they had not paid the head tax demanded by the
government. Many of them could not pay; others had refused to
work the mines until this tax, which they considered unjust and
exorbitant, had been abolished. They were * criminal labor'
because they were so unfortunate as to possess a conscience.
"As Gandhi sat there, watching silently, an out -caste
Indian boy came up out of the mine and stood by the barbed vrire,
blinking in the li{^t of the setting sun. Gandhi the Hindu, a
member of the Bania class which is entitled to wear the sacred
thread of Brahma, to whom the very shadow of an out-caste was
unclean stood watching this air-starved boy breathing great
gulps of the warm sweet breeze. Suddenly, quick as thought
c
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itself, the boy dodged l^etween the legs of the big policeman,
wormed his way under the barbed wire, and ran to snatch at a
flower that, miraculously, had taken root in a pile of mine
refuse. It was a great white fragrant flower, such as only the
African smi can nurture, gorgious, translucent, gathering up
the lingering day in its clear petals.
"As he stood there, his face passionately buried in
this creamy whiteness, the small boy's naked brovm body was
etched like a sorrowful statue against the rays of the setting
sun. His silent eloquent body grew and grew till it seemed to
Gandhi to fill the whole sky; it was burdened, beauty-loving
India herself who stood there, snatching at life.
"Gandhi and the policeman reached the boy at the same
instant. Even at such a moment the power of the Indian's per-
sonality, which was later to reconcile blood enemies and to
hold a nation in thrall, turned aside tho whiteman*s whip.
Gandhi looked up into the policeman's face and then gathered
the small brown out-caste into his high-caste arms.
"'Don't be afraid! ' said Gandhi in Gujerati. And only
those who know him can imagine the flowing richness of his
voice. 'You are my brother. I will protect you. Out of the
dark you came yet loving beauty as I do. You are not an out-
caste. I no longer bslong to a higher caste. We are the same,'
'Then looking up again at the dazed policeman and his rare
smile filled his eyes as he said in English, 'And you, too, are
my brother. , . . though I hate the cruel thing for which you
stand.
'
"From that moment Gandhi became inevitably a reformer
....and political caste in India had heard its death Icnell." 1
The other experiences in South Africa were a part of
his experimentation with Satyagraha and will be discussed in
another section of this paper.
The experiences of Gandhi's life contributed much to
his character and to his doctrine of Satyagraha. Most impor-
tant of these influences was the training and example of his
mother. Through her the Jainist doctrines of non-violence,
chastity, vegetarianism, and truthfulness became an integral
1. F, B. Fisher, That Strange Little Brown Man , p. 30-32
(
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part of his life. Her deeply religious life became Gandhi's
model. During oiiildiiood too, he received his earliest impres-
sions regarding two evils - untouchability and child marriage,
to both of which he was later to give the death blow.
In London he came into contact with the Englishman,
with democracy, nationalian, and Christianity. South Africa
gave the need and the challenge which made from his life ex-






ADAPTABILITY OF INDIA FOR THE USE OF SATYAGRAHA
India's Historloal Baokgroimd , In order to adequately
appraise the Satyagraha movement in India one must compare the
India tefore British dominance with the India of today. It ia
only by such comparison that one sees the justice in Gandhi's
demand for India's freedom. Every school boy studies the
stories of the ancient civilizations of Egypt and of Greece
but the history of the early civilization of India is not such
common knowledge.
Consider first the size and magnitude of this nation
which England holds in bondage* It has a population of some
three hundred and fifty million souls, "three times as many as
in the United States, more than in Worth and South America
combined, more than in all Europe west of Russia, all in all,
I
one-fifth of the world's population,"
It would be well too, by way of introduction, to
recognize, as westerners, our kinship with and debt to the
peoples of India,
"In the northern and more important half of India the
people are predominantly of the same race as the Greeks, the
Romans and ourselves, that is, Indo-Europeans or Aryans; and
India is the motherland of our race, and Sanskrit the
mother of Europe's languages, that she was the mother of our
philosophy, mother through the Arabs of much of our mathematics,
mother, through Buddha, of the ideals enbodied in Christianity,
mother through the village community, of self government and
democracy. Mother India is in many ways the mother of us all,"E
1, Will Durant, The Case for India , p. 4.





Will Durant tells us something of this early oiviliza-
tion;
"Let us remember, also, in order that we may see the
problem in perspective, the age and variety of India's civiliza-
tion. Recent excavations at IlohenJ Daru have revealed a civil i-1
zation 3500 years before Christ with great cities and industriesL
comfortable homes, and luxuries ranging from bathrooms to statuJ
ary and jewelry; all betokening a social condition superior to
that prevailing in contemporary Babylon and Hgypt, ^Vhen
Alexander the Great invaded India in 326 B.C., his historian,
Magasthenes, recorded his amazement at finding on the Indus a
ipeople quite as civilized and artistic as the Greeks who were
then at the height of their curve,
"The civilization that was destroyed by British guns
had lasted for fifteen centuries, producing saints from Buddha
to Ramakrishna and Gandhi; philosophy from the Vedas to
Schopenhauer and Bergson, Thoreau and Keyserling, who take their
lead and acknowledge their derivation from India,.,, poetry
from the llahabharata, containing the Bhagavad-Gita 'perhaps the
most beautiful work of literature in the world' , and Rabindran-
ath Tagore who, writing in a local dialect in a subject land has
made himself the most famous poet of our times. And how shall
we rank a civilization that created the luiicLue and gigantic
temples of Ellora, Madura, and Angkar and the perfect artistry
of Delhi, Agra, and the Ta^ Mahal- that indescribable lyric in
Btone."I
"This, evidently, was not a minor civilization, pro-
duced by inferior people. It ranks with the highest civiliza-
Itions of history and some, like Keyserling, would place it at
Nthe head and sunanit of all. When in 1803 the invading British
besieged the fort at Agra, and their cannon struck near the
beautiful IQiaso Mahal, or Hall of the Private Audience, the
Hindus surrendered at once, lest one of the most perfect
1
creations of human hands should be ruined like Rheims. Who then
were the civilized? The British conq.uest of India was the
invasion and destruction of a high civilization by a trading
company utterly without scruples or principles, careless of Art
and greedy for gain, overrunning with fire and sword a country
temporarily disordered and helpless, bribing and murdering,
annexing and stealing, and beginning that career of illegal and
'legal' plunder v/hich has now gone on ruthlessly for one
hundred and seventy-three years and goes on at this moment, "2
Hot only was the India before the coming of the English
a nation of culture and beauty but it was a nation of wealth and




"Those who have seen the unspeakable poverty and
physioliGical weakness of the Hindus today will hardly believe
that it was the wealth of the eighteenth century India whioh
attracted the commercial pirates of England and France."
"This wealth", says Sunderland, "vms created by the
Hindus* vast and varied industries. Nearly every kind of
manufacture or product known to the civilized world ~ nearly
every creation of man*s brain and liand, exsisting anywhere and
prized either for its utility or beauty - had long, been pro-
duced in India. India was a far greater industrial and manu-
facturing nation than any in Asia. Her textile floods - the
fine products of her looms, in cotton, wool, linen, and silk -
were famous over the civilized world; so were her exquisite
jewelery and her precious stones cut in every lovely form; so
were her pottery, porcelains, ceramics of every kind, quality,
color and beautiful shape; so were her fine works in metal -
iron, steel, silver and' gold. She had great architecture -
equal in beauty to any in the world. She had great engineering
work. Slie had great merchants, great business men, great
bankers and financiers. Not only was she the greatest ship-
building nation, but she had great commerce and trade by land
and sea which extended to all known civilized countries. Such
was the India which the British fouiid when they came." 2
The Social Situation in present day India . The
social evils in present day India are best reflected in Gandhi's
program of social reform which he has carried on along with his
program of Satyagraha. Andrews explains his program in this
way:
"It has been easy for me to outline the main pro-
gramme of Mahatma Gandhi with regard to reform by holding up
my hand, and explaining the five points in his own Indian
programme with its ovm central unity as follows; First of all
there comes the removal of untouchability. Second, he empha-
sizes the need for complete prohibition of alcohol and drugs if
India is to be free and self respecting. Third, at the center
of the hand I point to the principle of equality between men
and 7/omen as both fundamental and central to Gandhi *s view of
1. Will Durant, The Case for India
, p, 8





life. The other two aspects are Hindu ''uslim unity and honre
Bpinning in the villages. The uniting factor which binds this
five-point programme is the ultimate principle of Ahimsa or
Non-violence, which Mahatma Gandhi regards as the absolute nece|
sity for any united attempt at moral and spiritual progress as
a nation. This doctrine of Ahimsa represents as it were, the
wrist which holds the five fingers of the hand together." 1
It can be seen from this that Gandhi does not attack
the caste system itself as necessarily evil. He looks upon it
in its ideal form as the wise division of duties. He does not
recognize all the minor castes that have gro?m up but only the
four fundamental ones: Brahman (knowledge), Kshattriya (rule),
"Vaishya (trade or agriculture), and Shudra (labour). One may
almost interpret Gandhi's attitude towards these divisions to
mean, through restricting of marriage to within the respective
castes, the conscious effort to breed for the special duties of
life. lie says of it, "I am certainly against any attempt to
destroy the fundamental divisions. The caste system is not
2
based on inequality, there is no question of inferiority."
The caste system of course has its basis upon the religious be-
lief in reincarnation which, in their thinking, removes all
thought of injustice in being unable to leave the caste to
which one is born.
Though Gandhi defends the caste system in its ideal
form he does not sanction untouchability. Gandhi again and
again asserts that the present condition of India is her just
punishment for her crime against the pariah.
1. Charles Andrews, Mahatma Gandhi *s Ideas , p. 319
2. Rene Fulop-Miller, Lenin and Gandhi , p. 247
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"If the Indians have become the pariah of the empire,
it is retributive justice, meted out to us by a Just Gk)d. . .
.
Should we Hindus not v/ash our blood-stained hands before v/e ask
the Sn^^lish to wash theirs? Untouchability has degraded us,
made us pariahs in South Africa, East Africa, and Canada. So
long as Hindus wilfully regard untouchability as a part of their
religion so long SwarJ is iripossiblo of attainment. India is
guilty. England has nothing blacker. The first duty is to pro-
tect the weak and helpless and never injure the feelings of any
individual. We are no better than brutes until v/e have purged
ourselves of the sins we have committed against our weaker
brethren. " 1
However dark a blot untouchability may be upon the
Indian nation we must recognize that Gandhi, and not the so
called enliglitened English, has set himself to abolish it.
Sunderland says; "Mr. Gandhi during his short career in India,
has done incomparably more to expose the evils of caste and to
set on foot influences for their abolition than has been done
Z
by the British government of the country in all its history."
The second social evil which Gandhi attacks Is the
use of alcohol and drugs. Both are used by the English as a
source of revenue so any attempt on the part of the Indians to
raise this curse from their lands is promptly suppressed by the
government. Prior to the coming of the English the Indians
were a sober people. The English brought the curse with them,
have profited by the degradation of the people by It, and now
are standing in the way of reform. Of the Government suppres-
sion of temperance work Andrews says; "To my knowledge the
government has Imprisoned over eight-hundred persons in one re-
latlvely small section of India - the Assamese district - for
1. Remain Holland, Mahatma Gandhi, p. 133
2. Jabez T. Sunderland, India in Bondage, p. 204
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perfectly peaoea'ble temperance work." Sunderland adds to this
statement
,
"It is well known that one of the offences of Gandhi
which the government was most unwilling to forcive and which
led to his imprisonment, was the mir^hty movement v/hich he led
against drink by which the government found its revenue being
reduced. . . . Ti^hen the followers of Mr. Gandhi by a temperance
and anti-opium campaign in Assam, reduced opium consumption in
the province fifty per cent the government intervened and put
forty-four of the sixty-three campaigners in prison." 2
So it may be seen that here, as with the evils of the
caste system, Gandhi is leading the way towards reform and the
English are attempting to maintain the evil.
The third reform sought by Gandhi is the freedom and
equality of women. His campaign which has utilized women as
well as men has done much to break down the old idea regarding
women. The purdah, which was already on the wane in India, was
broken by many cultured Indian women who left it to stand in
the market places in protest a^-oinst the purchase of foreign
goods or to block the entrance to the saloons in the interest
of temperance. His method of war-fare was one best suited to
women and they have been among his most ardent followers.
Similarly his attitude towards marriage and his plea
for celibacy elevated women from a mere tool for man*s sexual
gratification to the plain of companionship.
In his campaign to elevate the position of women in
India he has attacked prostitution and child marriage with its
1. Jabez T. Sunderland. India in Bondage , p*166
2« Ja-jez T. Sunderland, India in Bondage , p. 150
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aooompanyinc horror of ohild widows. Through his program of
spinning he proposes an honorable occupation for those who have
lived the life of prostitutes. His attitude toward these women
Is one of sympathy, untouched by any feeling of superiority.
He feels that the shame is upon the manhood of India rather
than upon them. He says;
"All of us men must hang our heads in shame as long
as there is a single woman whom we dedicate to our lust.* I
will far rather see the race of man extinct thai that we should
become less than beasts by making the noblest of Grod*s creation
the object of our lust. Of all the evils for which man has
made himself responsible none is so dep;rading, so shocking, or
so brutal as his abuse of the better half of humanity. The
female sex is the nobler of the two, for it is the embodiment
of sacrifice, silent suffering, humility, faith and knowledge."l
Regarding child marriage he says; "I loathe and de-
2
test child marriage, I shudder to see a child widow." His
opposition to the latter practice (not allowing the re-marriaga
of girls whose boy husbands have died) takes the form not only
of building up public sentiment against it but also of urging h^
youthful follov/ers if possible to choose their wives from among
this miserable group of child widows.
The fourth phase of Gandhi's program for social im-
provement is the bringing of the Hindu and Moslem groups into
harmony. Here once again he has had to work against the Eng-
lish government in trying to bring communal peace to India.
"J,tr. Gandhi tells us that Mr. A. 0. Hume, for almost a lifetime
a high official in India, once made to him the frank confession
that the British Government was sustained by the policy of
s
1. Rene Fulop-Mlller, Lenin and Gandhi , p. 200




Divide and Rule'," Farther evidence of England's dependence
upon this inter-relisious strife is given by Sir John Strachey
who says; "The existence, side by side of hostile creeds among
the Indian people is one of the stron{T points in our political
2
position in India." It is of further significance to note
that "there are riot.? between Moslems and Hindus in India. Bit
only in British provinces. Strange to say, they are rare in the
ative tates." Gandhi says ''In the case of many of these dis-
turbances we hear of the government agents being back of them.
The allegation if true, would be painful to me, not surprising^
The governmental opposition to this badly needed social .reform
then is all too evident.
Gandhi recognizes that the union betT7een Hindus and
Mohammedans is a fundamental condition for a new and free India.
To attain this unity he has exerted all his powers. Personally
he has done much by building up a strong bond of friendship
with such Moslem leaders as the Ali brothers. After the war ho
was quick to make common cause with the Mahaminedans in their
protest against England's breach of faith in her dealings with
Turkey. He has urged upon his followers respect and courtesy
for the religious feelings and beliefs of the opposite sect.
Thus a common cause of communal strife has been the Hindus'
Insistence upon music and noisy processions while the Moslems
are at prayer. On the other hand the Moslems have been guilty
of offence by their open killing of animals which is contrary
1. Jabez T. Sunderland, India in Bondage
.
p.23E




to Hindu belief, Gandhi urges his followers to in no way in-
sight oommunal strife and to do all in their power to keep
peace between the groups. One of Gandhi's most important fasts
was in the oause of Hindu and Moslem unity* He says;
"I am striving to become the best cement between the
two communities. My longin^^ is to be able to cement the two
with my blood, if necessary. But before I can do so, I must
prove to the Mussalmans that I love them as well as I love the
Hindus. My religion teaches me to love all equally. May God
help me to do so." 1
Asain Gandlii says; "Before they dare think of freedom
they must be brave enough to love one another, to tolerate one
another's religion oven prejudices and superstitions and to
trust one another. This requires faith in oneself. And faith
in oneself is faith in God. If we have faith we shall cease to
fear one another." 2
Of the last phase of Gandhi's program for social re-
form, namely spinning, which has both a social and economic
aspect, much has already been said in an earlier section. It
Is a vital part of his program of non-cooperation.
Regarding the possibility of England leading the way
in these and other needed social reforms in India 0. ?. Andrews
says;
"It has been my daily experience for nearly a quarter
of a century to watch the course of events in India ?jith an
eager longing for advance in humanitarian directions. iSvery
day my own convictions - slowly and painfully formed - have
grown stronger, that the rule of the foreigner is now definitelj
standing in the way of helping social reform. In the Legisla-
tive Councils the official vote is continually given for re-
action. If the British rule were to cease tomorrow, the advanc
ment of the depressed classes would at once be brouglit into the
foreground of the national program. In social reform work in
India it is probably true that progress would be doubly rapid i
Indian statesmen had the helni instead of British." 3








The Soonomlo Gltuation In India * Tliore are two phasei
of India's economic situation that have a direct bearing on
Gandhi's movement. The first is the dreadful poverty of the
masses and the second is the oommercial exploitation of India
by England. Of India's economic situation Will Durant says;
"I have seen a great people starvlne to death "before
my eyes, and I an convinced that this exhaustion and starva-
tion are due not, as their beneficiaries claim, to overpopu-
lation and superstition, but to the most sordid and criminal
exploitation of one nation by another in all recorded hi story?
1
Statistics show that "from 1770 to 1900, 25,000,000
Hindus dies of starvation; 15,000,000 of these died in the last
quarter of the century." 2 "American charity has often paid
for the relief of famine, in India while the government was
oollectinc taxes from the dying." 3
Dr. riall of Union Theological Seminary gives this
explanation of starvation in India:
"The obvious fact stares us in the face that there is
at no time, in no year, any shorta^^e of food-stuffs in India.
The trouble is that the taxes imposed by the British govern-
ment being fifty per cent of the produce, the Indian starv-ss
that India's annual revenue may not be deminished by a dollar.
Eighty per cent of the whole population has been thrown back on
the soil because England's discriminating duties have ruined
practically every branch of native manufacture.... 'i^e send ship-
loads of grain to India but there is plenty of grain in India.
The trouble is that the people have been ground down till they
are too poor to buy it. Famine is chronic there now, though the
same shipments of food stuffs are made annually to England, the
same drainage of millions of dollars goes on every year." 4
The mere death toll to starvation does not, of course,
tell all the story of suffering and want. Sir William Hunter,
Director-general of Indian statistics, estimated that 40,000,00('
of the people of India were seldom or never able to satisfy












their hunger. The misery of these hungry masses is foremost in
Gandhi »s thought. He even places their relief above the free-
dom of his nation. "At the height to his first non-oooperation
movement he offered to the government to abandon his whole pro-
gram of resistance to it and to cooperate with it loyally, if
it would undertake an energetic campaign against starvation in
1
India. The government did not see the necessity." England
never has seriously attacked this problem. Gandhi has; his
answer to it is the revival of the cottage industries, i.e.,
the spinning to supplement the too meager earnings of the
peasants. The need of a supplementary industry is shown by the
following
;
"The average size of an agricultural holding in the
major provinces to-day is about three acres except in Bombay,
K.V?.P.
,
and the Punjab where the average is ten and a half.
It is on these impoverished holdings that seventy-two per cent
of the whole population of India is supposed to subsist.
•This', says the Census Report, 'utilizes to the full neither
the energy of the worker nor the productivity of the soil.
'
The actual number of actual workers in cultivation in British
Bengal is 11,060,629. This means 2.2 acres per worker." 2
Robert Bemays, Britisher that he is, recognized in
the poverty and degradation of the masses a condemnation of
British rule. He says;
"We went off in the afternoon to see the Colombo
slums. They are ?jorse even than an English mining village of
a hundred years ago. The houses I explored consisted of one
narrow dungeon, without windows, fireplace, or even floorboards
to cover the bare earth. Any sanitary inspector in England
would condemn out of hand as cow houses. A ditch runs outside
them. It conveys the whole waste water of the street. It is
used by the children as an informal lavatory. ... I had not
realized how completely we had Ignored the social problems in
1. Will Durant, The Case for India
, p. 70




India. It Is our greatest condemnation. We have merely been
policemen. ... 'Banders » is full of plans for slum clearance.
It is really tragic that all these 7/ears we have shut out men
like him from a vital share in the government of their own
country. I wonder that they are not raging revolutionaries." 1
Regarding the British commercial exploitation much
has already been said. The following is given for summary and
emphasis; "The yearly drain from British India of commercial
products for which there is no commercial return amounts to
2
upward of $150,000,000 a year." Of his attack on this exploi-
tation of his people Gandhi says; "I do not boycott anything
merely because it is British. I simply boycott all foreign
cloth because the dumping down of foreign cloth in India has
reduced millions of my people to pauperism."
The Religious Nature of the Indians . Just as the
dominant characteristic in the personality of Gandhi is reli-
gious so it is with India as a nation. It is primarily because
Of this that India is able to use the weapon of the spirit
which Gandhi has shown her. "Satyagraha is purely a religious
instrument, and its use therefore is -oossible only in men
4
religiously inclined." Winslow and Elwin make this statement
"I cannot but believe, with Rabindranath Tagore that the Indian
is 'incurably religious'. No other people, except perhaps the
Jews have given to religion so fundamental a place in the whole
scheme of life. That the Spirit is the one reality is, for
5
India, a truth that hardly needs assertion." Similarly
Andrews says; "During all the twenty-five years that I have
1. Robert Bernays, Naked Faquir , p.
7
2. Will Durant, The Case for India , p. 191
S.Mahatma Gandhi, Young India
, Series 2, p. 239








lived in the East there have been few things that have impressed
me more than the natural attraction of the human mind in India
towards religion, and the reverence freely given to truly-
spiritual personalities when they seek to express their own
Ideals in action." 1
Gandhi, therefore, as a man of religion, has been able
to make his appeal directly to the religious nature of India.
The way had been prepared for him and the spiritual weapon he
offered was not questioned by his spiritually conscious race.
- Fisher says
;
"He started out by making a deep plea to the soul of
India which believed fundamentally in the conquest of the spirit
through suffering. For generations the holy men of India had
endured agonies; beds of spikes, being buried alive, holding up
an arm until it had withered, in order that their souls might
be free. India understood this method of attaining a great end.
Gandhi appealed to this undercurrent of Indian life. But he did
more tiian thsit. He jjointed out a way to use suffering for a
more practical, earthly, iromediate end - that of political,
economic, and social freedom for India." 2
In order to comprehend the Satyagraha movement in
India we must see this distinctive quality in the Indian people
on which it is based. Durant puts it this way; "The typical
Hindu still thinks in terms of God, while the typical white man
3
thinks in terms of earthly profit and loss."
English Government in India . Since the mutiny the
English in India have lived in terror of the three-hundred and
fifty millions of Indians whom they, a mere handful of whites,
hold in subjection. Their terror and fear has made their
government one of repression, an attempt at martial law. Eng-
land has governed India, not for the good of the Indian people,
1. Charles Andrews, Mahatma Gandhi's Ideas , p. 100-101
2. Fred B. Fisher, That Strange Little Brown Man , p. 25
5. Will Durant, The Case for India , p. 95
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but to protect the administration and to pay dividends to Eng-
land. From that standpoint and that alone has it been a suc-
cessful government.
The administration of Justice has been considered for
centuries as one of the functions of the government. Let us se€
how English justice in India works. "Pandit Mahilal Nehru, for
forty years a lawyer in India, charges that not one Englishman
has been convicted of murder in India in the last fifty years.
1
The death of the Hindu is always dia^piosed as due to accident."
Gandhi declares, "In ninety-nine cases out of a hundred justice
is denied to Indians as against Europeans in the courts of India*
This is not an exaggerated picture. It is the ex-nerience of al-
2
most every Indian who ever had anything to do with such cases."
A second duty of enlightened governments is to pro-
vide adequate education for the citizens. Here, too, England
has failed, while at the same time claiming India's illiteracy
as a reason for denying self government. A comparison of two
items of governmental expenditure is significant here. "The
government spends every year on education eight cents a head;
3
it spends on the army eighty-three cents q head*" Thus it is
quite evident, that, from the English standpoint, it is ten
times as important to have an army with which to protect them-
selves than it is to have schools with which to educate the
people.
1. Will Durant, The Case for In<lla « P» 196
2. Jabez Sunderland, India in Bondage
, p, 127-8




"The total expenditure for education In India is less
than one half that for New York state. Hence the ninety-three
per oent illiteracy of India. In several provinces literacy
was more widespread before the British took possession than it
is now after a century and a half of i3ritish control; in seveP6Q|
of the states ruled by native princes it is higher than in
British India." 1
Says Sunderland, "The responsibility of the British
for India's illiteracy seems to be beyond question." Another
comparison is also indicative of the British attitude; "In-
stead of encouraging education, the government encouraged
drinl:.... The governmentte revenue from licences for the liquor
business in 1922 was three times the appropriations for schools
3
and universities."
Regarding England's claim that India is not ready for
self government Durant says; "England forgets that only a smalJj
minority of her people could read and write when she liberated
herself from autocracy through the ^'^agna Gharta. As Oandhi
reminds us, literacy and intelligence are not the same; the
4
greatest of Indian Rulers, Alcbar, could not read."
Another function of government is that of maintaining
peace. It is to this phase of her obligation as a government
that England has most consistently applied herself. Yet it is
a peace through repression and fear and not through contentmen"|
which she has kept in India. Gandhi with all his hatred of
war says; "The kind of peace which British rule has brought to
5
India has been worse than war." An illustration of the way
1. fflll Durant. Theri?ase_for India , p. 46
2. Jabez T. Sunderland. India in Bondage , p. 206
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England has kept peaoe In Indie may be seen In their treatment
of the Indians after the Amritsar atrocity. Fisher describes
it in this way;
"There developed a riot government, a government that
had lost its head entirely. The administrators of raartial law
shut up suspected Indians in narrow cages for hours where they
were forced to faco the burning; sun. Gallows were erected upon
the sidewalks to strike proper terror to the Punjabi heart.
Indians v/ere submitted to scorching humiliations, flogged naked
compelled to crawl on all fours along the sidewalks, to draw
lines in the dust with thoir noses, lime washed nnd exposed to
the burning sun; children were flof^ged; and women were forcibly
unveiled and brutally outraged." 1
Robert Bernays also questions whether the price of
English peace was not too high.
"I feel even less comfortable about our position in
India now that I am seeing some of the price that we have to pay
for it - a charming educated woman like Mrs. Naidu, kept for
months under restraint, and boys, still in their teens, looking
out onto the blank towering mud walls of a prison." 2
We have already seen in the previous discussion how
the administration has not only failed to make the much needed
social reforms in India but also how it has prevented the
Indians from making them, how it has not seen the necessity of
preventing starvation among the masses. Of course some may
claim that that is not the function of governments. However,
Gandhi thinks differently for he says; "The test of orderliness
in a country is not the number of millionaires it owns but the
absence of starvation among the masses."
Further it must be admitted that England has made no
serious attempt to prepare India for self-government. The
1. Fred B. Fisher, That Strange Little Brown Man . p.ES
2. Robert Bernays, Naked Faquir , p. 98




Indians, who took Eneland's word during the war in good faith
and believed that in return for their services in the war India
would be granted a government which would work toward Indian
participation and eventually control, had a rude awakening.
Dr. Rutherford says; "Never in the history of the world was such
a hoax perpetrated upon a great people as England perpetrated
upon India, when in return for India's valuable service during
the war, we gave to the Indian nation such a disgraceful, un-
1
democratic, tyranical constitution."
Gandhi says; "I came reluctantly to the conclusion t'h.e{p
the British connection had made India more helpless than she
ever was before, politically, or economicall-y. The government
established by lav; in British India is carried on for the ex-
ploitation of the masses. No sophistry, no jugglery in fi,gures,
can explain away the evidence the skeletons in many villages
present to the naked eye. I have no doubt whatever that both
England and the town dwellers of India will have to answer, if
there is a God above, for this crime against humanity which is
perhaps unequalled in history, *' 2
Gandhi sums up the effect of the British government
in this way;
"See what the British Empire means to India; -
1. Exploitation of India's resources for the benefit of Great
Britain.
E. An ever increasing military expenditure and a Civil Service
the most expensive in the world.
3. Extravagant v/orking of every department in utter disregard
of India's poverty.
4. Disarmament and therefore emasculation of a whole nation,
lest an armed nation might imperil the lives of a handful of
you in our midst.
5. Traffic in intoxicating drugs and liquor for the purpose of
maintaining top heavy administration.
6. Progressively repressive legislation in order to suppess an
ever-growing agitation seeking to express a nation's agony.
7. Degrading treatment of Indians residing in British Dominions
8. Total disregard of our feelings by glorifying the Panjab ad-
ministration and flouting the Mohammedan settlement." 3
1. Will Durant, The Case for India , p. 128
2. Ibid., p. 70
3. C. F. Andrews, Mah^tma Gandhi's Ideas, p, 240-1
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By way of summary a comparison of historic India with
the India of the present reveals that English dominance has
meant infinite loss to India in all fields. Economically a
wealthy nation has been impoverished and social evils have been
encouraged rather than cured. Illiteracy is on the increase
under the British regime and what education is provided makes
no attempt to perpetuate India's rich cultural heritage but is
a poor imitation of the English schools. If India is to be
saved, to be once more a nation worthy of her great civilisation
of the past, it becomes more and more evident that she must
break away from England's domination and v;ork out her own




EIXPERUffiNTS IN THE USE OF SATYAGRAHA
Andrews says of Gandhi's experiments with *Soul Force';
"A wealth of experiment has made his work take almost the form
of the laboratory method of modern science.... In all kinds of
untoward circumstances and impossible conditions, he has met
with either partial or complete success. In any other field of
scientific investigation even such modified success as he has
achieved would have set other investigators at work to carry the
principles further and test all its weakest points. Yet this
still remains to be done." 1
Since, as Andrews says, Gandhi's "whole active life
2
could be shown to be one great 'Experiment with Truth'", our
task here is to present a few of his many experiments with his
new type of resistance, Satyacraha. These experiments are
chosen not as being the most important in his campaigns but as
being representative of his various types of Satyagraha.
Experiments with the Fast . One of the best examples
of Gandhi's use of the fast was the one undertaken in 1924 with
the hope of bringing Hindu-Moslem unity. Gandhi had called a
national conference of the leaders of both creeds to meet in
Delhi. There were about three -thousand Hindus and one thousand
Moslems present. When he saw that their debates were leading
to strife rather than to unity he said, "I'm leaving you. I am
going out to fast and pray over this matter, and shall not re-
turn, nor eat any food, until a united program is adopted. I
don't mean that you must give up your religious differences,
3
but you certainly can agree to differ, while resolved to love."
1. Charles F. Andrews, Gandhi at Work , p.
9
2. Charles F. Andrews, Gandhi's Ideas
, p. 346




"The arguments went on. Gandhi kept his word. He di^
not oome near the conference af^ain. Day by day he fasted and
prayed, and day by day he grew weaker. The oovernment and the
people grew v/orried. If Gandhi dies there will be rioting. '
Physicians oame and gathered about the mat where he lay, and
Joined their requests vjith those of the troubled Moslems and
Hindus that Gandhi take some food. But he refused. 'When you
two get together*, he told the frowning factions, Hhen I will
eat and not before.* He fasted for twelve days, taking only
liquid foods, and on the. thirteenth he decided to drink only
water.
"Some of the doctors, thinking he might die, put dis-
solved food into the water. But Gandhi detected the food and
spit it out. You are endeavoring to make me a traitor to my
vow', he said, as angry as he ever allowed himself to be. *I
will now eschew even water. 'But you will dlei cried one of
his friends sobbing. Gandhi looked at him gravely. 'You forgel,
my friend, the power of prayer!
"By the nineteenth day the Moslems and Hindus realized
that Gandhi actually meant to die unless they agreed. So they
themselves began to pray. A unified program was adopted. A
oommittee was appointed, consisting of two Hindus, two Mohamme-
dans, and one Christian, to lead the two great religions out
under one banner of tolerance. They promised to carry this
message of unity down to the last Indian village.
"Gandhi looked at them from out his thin, wasted face
and saw that at last they were in earnest.
"I will eat now» he smilingly replied.
"He stood up then, a fragil broken figure, with one
arm about the neck of a British friend and the other about the
shoulders of a stalwart Hindu. C. F. Andrews, Gandhi's friend
and historian, says of that poignant moment in Indian history..
.. 'He hung there like a broken body upon a cross'." 1
Such a fast as this is a perfect example of Satya-
graha. Gandhi willingly taking the suffering upon himself was
able to bring the two opposing groups into a unity that endless
talk in conferences or any number of bloody battles could not
have attained. Similar to this fast v/as his most recent one
which gained world wide notice. It was by this fast that he
made certain that no distinction should be made between Hindu
Xm B« Jfisher. That strange Little Brown Man t p» 189-190
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and untouchables in the electorate. Of the significance of this
fast Zion's Herald says;
"Gandhi *s victory over class distinction by the simple
expedient of the »fast unto death*, in the very face of Britaina
easy acquiescence in the status quo, has dealt a staf;gering bloii
to class oppression not only in India but in every quarter of
the globe. By his self-sacrificing act, which to those who have
understanding suggests the crucifixion of the Son of God, he haf
likewise shaken to the ver^r foundation religious prejudice and
intolerance in Southern Asia and in every other country in the
two hemispheres." 1
Experiments with Sivll Disobedience . One of the best
single examples of Civil Disobedience is the one directed by
Mr, Gandhi in Bardoli, This campaign is described as follows;
"The Bardoli Satyagraha arose over a dispute about the
reassessment of the land tax. According to the Land Revenue
Code, that is reassessing every thirty years, and in 1926 a
revision became necessary. On various grounds, most of which
were disputed, the tax was raised thirty per cent, and over
Rsl50,000 extra above the nomal tax was expected from the
peasants. The storm of protests which greeted this demand re-
sulted in the reduction of the required increment to twenty-two
per cent, but this also the peasants felt to be greatly excessive,
There is no room here to enter on the arguments advanced on
either side; it will be sufficient to say that, as we shall see,
the government ultimately admitted the substantial Justice of
the peasant s case. It goes without saying that before giving
his support to the movement Mahatma Gandhi had to be assured
that 'the cause was just and the case unassailable*.
"Every possible attempt was made to obtain a settle-
ment by constitutional means, and it was after repeated failures
that a peasant's conference passed a resolution to the effect
that since in its opinion the revision settlement was arbitrary,
unjust, and oppressive, they would refuse payment until an im-
partial tribunal was appointed to investigate or the enhance-
ment was cancelled. The people of Bardoli were well prepared
for Satyagraha. Many of Gandhi's Satyagrahi of South Africa
were from this district. For years his Ashrams had been con-
ducting social service work among the villagers. The chief
points in his teachings were familiar to them all. Above all
in Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel, they had a great peasant leader,
one of themselves, whose cheery, virile, and heroic spirit had
1. Zlon*s Herald , Ootober 5. 19gg, p. 1251
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fallen under the spell of Maliatrna Grandlii's Crospel of Non-
violence.
"There is no need to describe the campaign in detail.
The peasants refused to pay, the government was forced to re-
taliate. There were imprisoninents
,
confiscations, the normal
agonies of a subject race. The peasants resorted to locking
themselves in their houses with their cattle, in order to escap((
the attachment of their property. The spiritual effects of
Satya^iraha were quickly manifested. The people were purified by
suffering; they simplified their lives; they observed truth and
non-violonce with perfect loyalty. Sardar Vallabhbhai preached
first, fearlessness and then, as official repression grew,
peace. 'Our sacrifice has cominenced, let it be pure and spot-
less. We have only to offer ourselves as spotless, willing
victims. The spirit of religion and of social purification
was everywhere evident.
"Bardoli became an all India issue. Gandhi sternly
forbade any 'sympathetic strikes*. If the peasant's cause was
based on truth it would prevail. And so it v/as. A truce was i
proclaimed; an official inquiry was appointed and, after ex-
haustive investigations, found that the peasant's complaints
were substantially justified. The enhancement was reduced from
Rs. 187, 490 to Rs. 48,648 annually a saving to the peasants of
nearly one hundred and forty thousand rupees. The campaign had
its effect in other provinces also. In punjab, lakhs of rupees
were remitted from the tax and there were some liberal suspen-
sions in the Central Provinces. The moral effect was even
greater. Throughout the length and breadth of India the peasani
gained a new dignity. The spirit of Non-violence shown by
Bardoli revealed to millions the possibilities in this new type
of warfare.
"The poet Rabinranath Tagore hailed the Bardoli
Satyagraha as being full of the spirit of the Epic Age, a story
of the triumph of moral right over arbitrary power through a
fight in character unique in modem times." 1
Another example of Civil Disobedience of a more
spontaneous type is described by Fisher.
"All day long on June 21st, 1930, the crowds of
Indians had been gathering against the strict orders of the
constabulary that there must be no national meetings or parades.
The people had begun coming in the early morning, yet so silent
was their approach that before the government knew it, every
square yard of the main avenue of Bombay was covered by a vast
human sea of bodies.
1. Winslow and Elwin, The Dawn of Indian Freedom , p. 142-144
r1^
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"Silent, absolute, menacing, more terrible than
trumpets. It was only when the police put up maciilne guns on
the street corner and threatened the nob if they did not dis-
perse, that India began Its march.
"»If you come as far as the corner, we will shoot J '
;
"The message was brought to the man heading the parade
by an armed soldier, the clatter of his horse's feet beating
defiantly against the menacing quiet.
"»We will fire to kill.'
"Very well, fire.
"With a sigh of released patience, the crowd began to
move slowly, relentlessly, proudly, towards the deadly corner.
The leaders held their heads high.... till the rat tat tat of th«
machine guns sent them bowing awkwardly into the dust. Tlio
English had fired as they had promised.
"Still there was little confusion; only the gasp of
the wounded and dying, their clumsy twitchings in the street.
The leaders were gone. lYould the crowd march on? Silently,
slowly, yet as certainly as an incoming tide that cannot be
stemmed, the next in rank stepped over the dead and came towards
the guns. Once more the stutter of guns, the gleam of motal
under a blazing sun. Ilore men whirled, fell, coughing blood,
clutched helplessly at their bursting stomachs, and then fell
dead. But still the steady stream came on, more and more men,
more and more women; stern, implacable, roady to die. It could
not be truei but it was. It was a scene out of Dante *s hell,
imagined, not to be believed.
"I say. This is terrible. TTe can't do this, Captain.
"It was the young English lieutenant speaking. * Can't
we move the guns up to the next comer?'
"There was sweat on the Captain's forehead.
"Yes. T'Ove them up. And warn the Indians that if
they stop now we \7ill not shoot. But they must not come to the
next corner.
'
"The crowd was told.... but it still marched on. Guns
were hurried to another corner. Still the crowd svrept silently
forward. What was to be done? All Bombay could not be slaugh-
tered.
"What can we do to get you to stop? the English
officer called.
"The low voice of the Indian leader stirred the thick
layer of Indian silence for the first time.
"So long as you point your guns at us, we will march.
Rescind your order against our meeting, take av/ay your guns....
and we will disperse.

"But that would be to surrender!'
"Very well then, we will march till every one of
these thovisands is dead.
"It was India demanding a chance to be heard. The
guns were removed, the crowds melted away like raasic, lifting up
the wounded and burying their dead. But the voice of silent
India had been heard on her own street of Bombay. " 1
Those two examples reveal them to be perfect examples
of Satyagraha for in both the unjust regulations were disobeyed
and the Satyagrahi willingly accepted the penalty \intil the
opponent, moved by the ghastliness of the suffering, retreated*
Obviously it is only with groups schooled in the ideal of non-
violence that such perfect results are possible. Too often the
brutality of the officials has led to retaliation which spoils
at a stroke the effect of the Satyagraha that had been offered.
It is for this reason that Gandhi hesitates to give this weapon
to the masses who are not as yet perfectly trained in non-violenca.
Its effect, however, where perfectly conducted, is almost imme-
diate.
Experiments with Non-cooperation . V/ith non-coopera-
tion, being a method of gradual withdrawal from all association
with the government, the effects are less evident and less im-
mediate than in the dramatic method of Civil Disobedience.
Kirby Page gives us a picture of Non-cooperation at work.
"India had reached the breaking point and Gandhi ad-
vocated the beginning of non-violent non-cooperation, including
the following; surrender of all titles of honor and honorary
offices; non-participation in Government loans; suspension by
lawyers of practice, and settlement of court disputes by private
arbitration; boycott of government schools by children and








parents; boycott of reformed Councils; non-participation in
government parties and other official functions; refusal to
accept any civil or military post; agreements to spread the
doctrine of Swadeshi or home industries.
"The response to this appeal was unparalleled. Some
thirty thousand Indians gladly went to prison in the campaign
of civil disobedience which foiled. Nationalist lawyers gave
up their practice, merchants suffered loss, workers went on
strike, officials resigned their positions, teachers boycotted
government schools, students left their classes, Mr. Gandhi
returned his war medals. Sir Rabindranath Tagore repudiated his
knighthood and their example was widely followed. For a moment
it appeared that the non-cooperation movement would sweep all
before it, British officials have since admitted that they
felt powerless to cope with this bewildering strategy." 1
Despite Gandhi's almost magical spell over tens of
millions of his country men he could not with all his pleading
prevent the violence which he most feared.
"In spite of all his persuasiveness, violence broke
out. Riots occurred in several places. At Chauri Chaura es-
pecially the crowd went mad and committed terrible atrocities.
Gandhi was stunned by the news of these barl^arities. In deep
agonjr of spirit he decided upon the drastic step of calling off
the campaign of mass non-cooperation. This decision produced
the utmost consternation within the ranks of his colleagues,
many of whom regarded it as fatal to the cause of Indian free-
dom. The extent of Gandhi »s power was indicated by the fact
that nevertheless his decision was accepted.
"The nobility of his spirit is vividly revealed in
the explanation which he gave for his decision; *The drastic
reversal of practically the whole of the aggressive programme
may be politically unsound and unwise, but there is no doubt
that it is religiously sound, and I venture to assure the
doubters that the country will have gained by my humiliation
and confession of error. . . . The tragedy of Chauri Chaura is
really the index finger. It shows the way India may easily go,
if drastic precautions be not taken. If we are not to evolve
violence out of non-violence, it is quite clear that we must
hastily retrace our steps and re-establish an atmosphere of
peace, re-arrange our programme and not think of starting mass
Civil Disobedience until we are sure of peace being retained in
spite of Government provocation. . . . Let the opponent glory in




our humiliation or so called defeat. It is better to be ohargec
with cowardice and weakness than to be guilty of denial of our
oath and sin against God. It is a million times better to
appear untrue before the world than to be untrue to ourselves.
Although this experiment of non-cooperation did not
meet with success as did the examples cited of civil disobedienofe
j
nevertheless it came near enough to success to prove its power,
if not to win Indian freedom. Just how near success was is
shown by the statement of Sir George Lloyd, former Governor
of Bombay;
"Just a thin, spindly, shrimp of a fellow was Gandhi
J
I
But he swayed three hundred and nineteen million people and
held them at his beck and call. He didn't care for material
things. He preached nothing but the ideals and morals of India.
I
You can't govern a country with idealsJ Still, that was where
he got his grip upcn the people. He was their god.... He gave
li
us a scareJ His program filled our jails. You can't go on
I
arresting people forever, you know - not when there are
j
319,000,000 of them. And if they had taken his next step and
refused to pay taxes! God knows where we should have been!
I
Gandhi's was the most colossal exprelment in world history;
and it came within an inoxi of succeeding . But he couldn't con-
1 trol men's passion. They became violent and he called off his
program. You know the rest. We jailed him." 2
These experiments then, with the use of Gandhi *s three
methods of SatyBgraha, reveal that with disciplined individuals
success seems inevitable. However, campaigns on a nation-wide
scale inevitably include some who are insufficiently trained and
who will, under sufficient provocation, resort to violence. The
tool is effective in skilled hands. The problem facing Gandhi
and any who would use his method in nation-wide struggles is one
of training and educating the masses in non-violence.
1. Kirby Page, Is Mahatma Gandhi The Greatest ?Tan of the Age?,
p. 14-15
2. Ibid., p. 14

CHAPTER VIII
SUGGESTED APPLICATIONS OF SATYAGRAHA
The fields to which this method might he applied are a||s
numerous as the injustices of the world. It may be used within
the domestic circle against the family tyrant. Its use is open
even to children; and women, in Gandhi's estimation, are parti-
cularly v/ell suited for its use. It may be used within nations
to right governmental injustices and it may be used between
nations as a substitute for war. It is the best tool now open
to the oppressed classes in the economic realm and may, if de-
Teloped and applied, take the place of bloody revolutions. It
is the one tool always in the hands of the oppressed classes
and in it they have the most powerful weapon yet devised for
securing justice and reform. However, it is no easy panacea for
the wrongs of the world for it is the way of suffering and self-
sacrifice. One must also recognize that Gandhi's program can-
not be taken over bodily by any other group and made equally
effective, for it is based on the religious background of the
Indian peoples, which is not duplicated elsewhere. It is based
also upon the personality and leadership of Gandhi and where
could another such leader be found? However, Gandhi's experi-
ments should challenge all thinking people to work out for their
nations and races a method as effective and non-violent but basa|(l
on and adapted to the nature and culture of their people. Man-






















but Gendhi has pointed a way, has by experiments proved it prac-
tical, and stands today the foremost scientist in this all impoi
tant field. There are defects to be overcome and there is need
of adaptation to other fields and races. It is a challenge to
religious and scientific men the world over to come and work an^
perhaps save humanity from its worst wrongs and its greatest
ourse.
Satyagraha as a Means of Eliminating .7ar .
Since Satyagraha includes all non-violent means of
ooercion it has many possible applications in this field. The
pacifist movement is an application of this method. It is most
closely allied with civil disobedience as practiced in India
and would, if carried on in the spirit of non-violence and self-^
sacrifice, seriously handicap the government that participated
In war. If the group was large enough and sincere enough there
is little doubt but that it could prevent the government's en-
trance into war. Einstein has asserted that if two per cent of
the citizens of any nation took this stand, that nation could not|
go to war. Sinstein has done much in bringing the challenge of
this typo of resistance to the world. He says further;
"You m.uot call upon the workers of all the countries
unitedly to refuse to become the tool of the death dealing
interests. There are young men in twelve countries who are
resisting conscription by refusal to do military service. They
are the pioneers of a warless world. Every sincere friend of
peace must support them and help to arouse the moral convic-
tion of the world against conscription." 1
1. Leaflet, What Einstein Thinks About War , p.l
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Satyagraha may also be used "by individual nations
against aggressive nations as well as by individuals within a
nation. Such a program of using soul force as the only defense
would mean, of course, that the nation would have to accept the
policy of total disarmament and train its people in sacrifice
and suffering and not in violence. Also it should not enter
allianoes with armed nations with the thought that their armies
would come to its defence in case of need. The nation that
took such a stand would have to depend upon the voluntary
suffering of its people, in their non-violent opposition to the
aggressor, to appeal to the better nature within the soldiers
that marched againet them and thus convert them rather than
conquer them. Such a policy would require more bravery than
armed resistance but it has been shown by Gandhi to be more ef-
fective and therefore a nation *s best defence.
In this connection G-andlii says; "Before general dis-
armament in Europe commences, as it must some day, unless
Europe is to commit suicide, some nation will have to dare to
disarm herself and take large risks. The level of non-violence
in that nation, if that event happily comes to pass, v/ill natu-
rally have risen so high as to command universal respect. Her
Judgements will bo unerring, her decisions will be firm, her
capacity for heroic self-sacrifice will be great, and she will
want to live as much for other nations as for her self." 1
A third way in which Satyagraha may be used to pre-
vent war is by other nations against that nation or nations
which are guilty of war. This type of Satyavgraha would be
closely allied to Gandhi's non-cooperation movement in India.
1. Mahatma Gandhi, Young India , Series 2, p.865
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The nations of the world arc so closely linked tocetiiQr that no
nation could for lone carry on a warfare without the cooperation
of the other nations of the world in some ma:iiner or other* Such
a plan of non-cooperation would include the refusal of the
nations to sell armaments or war supplies to the offending
nations, the ceasinsf; for the duration of the war of all oomrn.erce
with them, and the refusal of all loans. Diplomatic relations
would, of course, be severed with such a nation and they would
become the "untouchable" -the outcast of civilization. How
much more effective such a method would be than our deplorable
attempt at a^war to end war"*
Satyag;raha * 3 application to the field of Industrial
dispute . The strike, long a tool of labor, is a form of non-
eooperation and therefore so long as it is free from violence
and hatred is an example of Satyagraha. It has proved the most
affective means of securing justice for the laborers and almost
avery advance that has been made in this field has resulted
from the sacrifice and suffering of those who have engaged in
atrikes. The possibilities of this method have not been ex-
hausted. Both capital and labor must come to recognize that
capital is entirely dependant upon the cooperation of labor.
Such a realization should bring a sense of power to the workers
for by denying that cooperation they can secure economic justice
There are several things that the workers of the world must
learn if this method is to be used to the extent of its

possibilities. First they must leam solidarity, that their
oause is one, and that Individualistic competition within their
own sroup, such as strike breaking is mutually harmful. Then,
too, many who do not recognize themselves as belonging to the
laboring class will have to face the realization that they too
are at the mercy of capital unless they unite with the cause of
labor. Such persons as farmers, teachers, technicians, and per-
sons in executive positions have too long held themselves aloof
from the oause imagining themselves to be allied with capital.
Further, the workers must learn Gandhi *s lesson to forever ex-
clude all forms of violence from their campaigns and accept
Toluntary suffering even unto death in order to win their
economic freedom.
With the example of Gandhi's non-cooperation cam-
paigns, Ti^ich included the millions of Indians, the old dream
of a general strike does not seem as fantastic and impossible
as it once did. If all the workers of a nation, workers with
hand and brain, should indeed make common cause and together
withdraw all cooperation from capital, the capitalistic system
would cease to be. If Gandhi could unite three hundred and
fifty millions of Indians, mostly illiterate and untrained, intc
a campaign of non-violent non-cooperation against England's
oppression, is it impossible that in the more enlightened ?'est
the workers could yet free themselves from the oppression of
capitalism? Gandhi has shown a way to reform that is non-
11
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violent and non-destructive. How much better that labor should
travel the way of India than the bloody luosoow road. How much
bettor chance of success would the new social order have if it
had no aftermath of war, and no demoralized citizenry to hamper
progress. Rerjarding the power of Satyagraha in this field
Gregg says; "A successful Satyagraha will prove far more potent
against capitalism than any violent or communist struggle has
1
been or could be. It will modify trade unionism profoundly."





Interest in this subject was prompted by interest in
the unique personality of Gandhi and a hope that a method other
than war might be found for securing Justice. The method which
Gandhi's experiments in India and South Africa suggests is
Satyagraha. To understand the distinctive qualities of this
method one must laiow something of the personality of Gandhi
whose creation it is.
Gandhi is first and foremost a man of religion, and
his deeply spiritual nature dominated his life and his movement.
He is nominally a Hindu but is also a follower in a unique way
of Jesus of Nazareth. His religious nature finds expression in
his prayer life, it being the source of his power, of his faith
and his unfaltering detei^aination. His religion has also led
him to almost complete asceticism and he has taken the vows of
poverty, chastity, and non-violence. These vows are not without
significance in his movement since he holds them as an ideal
before his followers and the nation. Further, in his vow of
poverty he places himself upon the level of the poorest in India
and that has done much to give him the confidence and following
of the masses.
Gandhi's doctrine of Satyagraha is translated as soul-
force and means the ;villing suffering of the oppressed, in
(i
•
non-vlolont opposition to the oppressor, until the enemy is con-
verted and the cause v;on. It is to be distintpilshed from passi^je
resistance by the facts that it is an activo foroo and not
passive submission, and that it excludes violonoo not heoauso it
is not available but because it is immoral. It is to be dis-
tinguished from war in that it is far less dostructivo to life
and property, it brings the quickest possible, permanent victory,
it has a wholesome rather than demoralizing effect upon the con-
testants, it is carried on openly and without secrecy, it re-
quires no huge expenditure of money, defeat can corae from Imper-
.
feetions within and not from the opposition, and it is based on
and dependent on Divine guidance. It does, however, liave all
the qualities of warfare which have any value and so can be
called a »moral equivalent of war*. The technique of Satya-
graha is first of all character training, tho fitting of the
Individual to suffer Soul ?orce. This Gandhi does by the vows
which he requires of his followers and by the rules which they
follow. He also has established his Ashrams or schools where
children and adults receive more intensive training. A further
method of education for the masses is carried on by his news-
papers which he considers an essential part of the movement.
Young India is the publication in India which has served this
purpose. Further than this educational phase of his technique
is that of actual combat which, while it may include any non-








The historical sources from which Oandhi has drawn hi^
inspiration and method appear to be; First, his own religious
literature, espocially the Bha^avad-Gita ; from which he drew hii^
belief in non-violence and asceticism. Second, from the
teachings of Jesus and especially the Sermon on the Ilount, from
which he took almost completely his method of non-violenco.
Thirdly, he was greatly influenced by the writings of Tolstoy,
including a personal correspondence. This influence intensified
his belief in asceticism and passive resistance and gave him
encouragement. In the fourth place, Ruskin influenced his
attitude towards machinery and labor. Fifthly, Thoreau influ-
enced him by his example of civil-disobedience and his conduct
in prison. Finally, Gkindiii was influenced by the ''passive re-
sisters" movement in England wtiich showed him the power of
oivil-disobedience and gave him an example of its use.
The biographical experiences which contributed largely
both to his character and his doctrine are; First, the training
through his mother in the Jainist doctrines of non-violence,
chastity, vegetarianism and truthfulness. Secondly, the im-
pressions received in childhood of the injustices of untouch-
ability and the wrongness of child marriage. Thirdly, in London
he came into contact with Englishmen, democracy, nationalism,
and Christianity. And finally in South Africa, the oppressions

of the Indian people aroused him to the need for a weapon
against It and he fashioned Satyagraha from his religion, his
reading, and his life,
India seems peculiarly suited to the method of Satya-
graha primarily because of her great need for justice and also
by the deeply religious nat^are of her people who are glad to
follow a saint and to use the method of non-violence which is
sacred to their religion. Indians need of freedom is clearly
demonstrated by a comparison of the India before the British
oame and the India of today. India v/as once a land of wealth,
of industries, of commerce, of great art and great culture.
England has bled India of her gold, of her means of life, and
has reduced her to pauperism and starvation. Death by starva-
tion has increased and is increasing under British rule.
Illiteracy is even on the increase, and Kngland has resolutely
stood in the way of all great social reforriis \^iich the natives
have attempted.
Gandhi is scientific in his attitude to all lifes
problems and he has put his greet doctrine of Satyagraha to the
test of repeated experiments. Both in South Africa and in India
he has applied his weapon and with sufficient success to re-
commend its technique to scientific minds who are concerned with
remedying the evils of the world. »7here he has been able to
keep all violence out of his campaigns they have without ex-










Satyacraha may bo applied against any injustice or
oppression. Tho world today particularly needs to apply it in
the realms of intornational and inter-class strife. In the
first of those it may find e::presslon in the pacifist movement,
in total disarmament of any nation brave enough to trust in Soul
Force, or in ITon-cooperatlon with any warring nation or nations
conducted by the other powers. In the field of industrial strife
the strike in a perfected form seems the best Satya^raha method
and in a general strike or workers non-cooperation with capital
we have a possible substitute for revolution as a means of
bringing in tho new order.
We reooguize the stupenduous Importance of the Satya-
graha movement in India, not only as an attempt to free one-
fifth of the human race, but as an honest attoript on the part
of this great people to win their cause by religious means,
by non-violence which Is a fundamental truth in all great reli-
gions. Its importance is not limited to England and India for
if this method succeeds it will give new dignity and signifi-
cance to religion, and particularly to Ohristlanlty the world
over, for splritual-forca will have been proved to be a force
stronger than armed force. The success of this great experi-
ment in India would mean new hope to all oppressed peoples
everywhere for it would show them that they too can secure
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